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Listen as iou visit the,shoppihg centers of,., out state or waik:',4Tong
our peoples and you will:hear:languages from every corner of our .world.
Forty languages are taught in HaW4i, eight through our public,
:secondary schools. ,

.

Frenchis.a..key langdage in the Patific; NoUvelle-Caledonie, Tahiti,
Les Nouvelle Hebrides are predominantly. French by influence. Jildo
chinese countries..-have,passed through bras of French'inftenees and
the language is firmly based in Vietriam, Laos, and',CambOdia, 411 of
which_ have touched Hati 'through "commerce, travel and immigration .in
recent yearl.

.4

To our East, FrenaCpadians are a large pertentage..of:our island
visitors.

An understanding of the French language; enhances, the unaerstanding of),
anotheculture, art, literature and It al-,So,clarifies the

humanistic and scientific contributionsimade by'the French worldwide.
For these and-other reasons, the study of Fepth muSt2continue'to be an
important, part of or Asian, European and Pacific Language Program in
Hawaii. -"

/

This. guide is intended to assist adminis-trators, teachers, and others
dedicated to achieving the goals 'of teaching Frenth, -appreciating'its

Q.,i.culture and furthering international understanding.

C1 RLES G. CLARK
Superintendent ofEdUcation-.
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PURPOSE OF THE GUIDE

The purpose of this French language-Program Guide is to 'express the
philosophy, goals and objectives, and to outline the scope and sequence
of French instruction at various levels for the public schools of Hawaii.
All of these elements are treatelowithin the framework of-the Master
Plan for Public Education in Hawaii, the Foundation Program, Objectives
and the. Performance .Expectations

Theemphasis is to produce'cultural a/areness,and communication compe-
tence in French at levels I, II, III, and fV,Sgrades 7-12). Many schools
'offer students levels Vand vr as well. Program goals are,presented for
the students' development t e four language skiltS--lisfening;'speaking,
reading, and writing--and an erstanding of Frenc culture.

This guide is -designed to aid schools in developing their own inSOuctional
program within theframewArk of the FoundatiOu Program objectIVes. To :-
assist schools in this effort, the guide outlines program goals; piogram

''objectives and performance expectations from which teachers can establish
instiuctiohal objectives relative to their own classroom situations:

French courses are noted in the Approved Courses and. Code Numbers,
There are two major division?: French I-VI (0811-0816) and Conversat onal
French' & Culture I and iIJD8f7 and 0818). The latter is more of an
introduction for intermediate grades or students who choose a less /in-
depth approach.

The guide does not advocate any specific methodolOgy, nor specifi materials.
Teachers are free to select from the A roved Instructional Mate ials (AIM)
.publication those materials they feel are best suited to meet t e needs of
individual students.

The emphasis of this guide will 1n---thegecond French:progr goal which
concerns the listening, speaking, reading .and writing,; skills .nd' -

supports and reinforces Foundation Program Objective'I. Program goal
number one which concerns.the,cultural aspects of the langua e will be
covered in much greater detailim-a,subsequent documen oat--
number one is essociated_pfincipally with FoUndation Progr Objectives
VII and VIII.



PHILOSOPHY OF'FRENCH LANGUAGE` PROGRAM
4

The study of F-reneh adds a dimension of enrichment that should.be.
an integral part of.the academic experience. This experience should'.

begin at the earliest possible age, when continuous progress in the
language can be assured.

No language or country.fs_so strong that it can be independent of the
languageS and cultUres of the rest of hutanity. Only through language*

can a person be known:and only through a person can a nation be truly

.understood Learning even the fundamentals of French:will help to
remove the barriers.resulting from a.tonolingual and monoctltural

perspectite:.

An understanding ofaFrench 'language and culture pfbvides a solid

baysis forithe studY'of history (French and Indian.Wars) and literature

(Cyrano). Suchlionderstanding also promotes an appreciation of the art

(Renoir) and music (Bizet) of the, language and cultures being studied., N.

. .

Moreover,.the study-of French helps students to view their own language

and c lture from different perspectives. In this connection, the phirOsophy

of.Fre ch language study accepts the fact that both French and English

have e riched thetselveSby freelyborroWing from numerous world languages.
1. .

The-opp rtuni y to cOmpare and contrast the forms acid syntaxof another

Language with one's own reinforces a basic knowledge of_English. Hence,..

the student's.' understanding and appreciation of English is enhancedby

the study ,of French.
, ,

Hawaii has many French speaking'immigrants. IndOchinese, TahitianS,.

and others from_European tOuntries have brought French cultOre to our.

islands.. French music, dance, art and cuisine embellished and varied,

by these popleS enrich our'liVes daily.
"

The growing importance of the natural and human resourcesthroughout

the world makesAt imperative that young'Americans:learn-aboUt their

neighbors. The best way to know them is to speak their beautiful and

poetic. language -- French! .
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THE VALUE OF FRENCH LANGUAGE PROGRAM

It is important for a student to know the values of studying French
and, through French, the culture of its peoples.

°

The student enlarges his or her world by participating linguistically
and, culturally in the life of another'people. Direct.contact with
French culture can become one, of the most rewarding experiences of
the student's life.

Our country needs citizens who can communic with people of other
Cultures, French study prevents the stud t.. rOm assuming that all
.languages convey.meaning.in the same way a glish. ThiS will help
to avoid, misunderstandings regarding the actionS,customs,and beliefs
of other peoples, a.lack of insight which modern Ambricans:tan ill
afford, tohave.

.

As the student identifies, wth a peer group in a french society and
learns the goals, aspiratidhs, and values of that society's. culture,
he or she will see the world :as.a person of another culture may see
it.' The-tissues within the student's own cultUre will become more
manageable as,insights into other societieslndriae:.'

French study gives: the siuddht a greater appreciation for:the)pany
ethnic groups which make up his or her community and the United States'.,
It enables the stligent to respect those who have'retained their accents
and to sympathize wit}} Those who are learning English,

. / '

The' values realized through'the study of.Fiench language.. and culture
prepare the student forgreatet enjoyment-of foreign travel andfora
widerLrange.of"interestingjob opportunities. France has a firm position
as one world's top political .and commercial. influences:

The experts (psycholdgists, sociologists, cultural anthropologits)
are in agreement thatto get to understand 'a people one must le Irn their
language. French gives'to those who study it the opportunity to knoW all
the,peoples of the Franco-world, the proud dignity of the Old World

!.French and the enormous variety of Frenchmen who explored and po ulated
the New World, starting with the Huguenots in 1562, followed bye 1 he
trapper of the Northeast, the traders of the Midwest and continuing g
through the, revolution. Even up to this moment the French have layed
an intimate role in our country's development.

. .

Great Ameritan Cities, in both the north d' the south were born of
French labors, such as Baton Rouge, Quebect, Cayenne, and Yurt-aJ-
Prince.

French is spoken in much of Africa today.- Northwest Africa ,(Morocco,..
Tunisia, Algeria) is steeped-in the French language. West Afrita has-
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French as alcommon language to help solidify the hundredS ofltribal
dialects: Senegal, The Ivory Coast, Upper Volta; The CQUOS, just to-

e a few. -These have been Co'nneCied to America through such work
as \--h-e----kace Corps, commerce and politics.

In Europe French is a predominant language of France, aelgium, Switzerland
and Andorra. It is a language of the Common Market and has Long been the
preferred language of European intellig6tsia as 'far eastward as Russia.

The° International PoStal Union uses French as one-of its official
languages and French Ts ode-of the five official languages of the
United. Nations.

In the Near East, afterian agreement between Fancois I and the
,

Ottoman Empire in the 16th untucy., ,France enjoyed "a monopoly .of trade,-
navigation and education,in that region extending as far as the- Persian.
Empire.- .-The Lebanon was under French Mandate froth 1920 until' the end
of, the Second World War.,

The West Indies, close to mainland, shores, are pervadedwith French
strcingholdS such as Haiti and Martinique. .

South Athericals. French settlement was in French .Guiana, not a large
'portion because of the. Spanish and Portugese influences. -

North America,hoWever,Was a very different situation. Canada is virtually
a ,bilingual Country, Eastern Canadaand the upper regions
of the,.Nef!, England states. are wrapped in French. Louisiana isstill
'killed with FrenckSectors and Cajun sights and Sounds.

AS stated', in our foreword, "for these and other reasons, the study. of .

French- milt continue td be an important part of the Asian; European and
Pacific Ldnguage Program in Hawaii."

Nationwicit ':.one of the t-:io most commonly studied languagesin
Secondary'scho(s.' Considering its geographical; historical, scholastic
and commercia: prominence as well as its "questionable position in the
Arts, how could-it be otherwise?

It is truethat Englishhas become the foreign studied..

worldWide. Some maywonder why 'Americans should bother to learn French.
Why not, let the foreigners learn English? One answer is'ihat such a reaction
is.egocentl-ic; and that if the'inhabitantsof the World are important
to us i=cir. strategic reasons, we must make a language- learning effortthat
is as impressive as theirown. ;ptseLonol answer.is that 'wtldwide, countries
are broadening their scope and sharpening their insights.by learning a
second language. 'We must not deprive ours elves of a cOrrespondingeXpansion.
of our.abilities and visions.
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FRENCHPROGRAM GOALS

There are two primary goals in:the.:French Program::

io 1. To create an awareness and an appreciation. Of Fre9ph

,culture withltsfar reaching effects throughout our
world'.

To teach students the baSic listening, speaking, reading
and writing skills which will leacLto the ability to
think ahato cominunICaten.n the language.



'The objectives of Oilture instruction within the French program are:

1. To deVelop a receptive attitude toward, the FrenO language

and a realistic view of the.overall cultures it'represents.

.
To develOp a fuller understanding of the meaning of words

and non-verbal communication along with their background

and any special significance they might have,in-Viewof

cultural emPhasiS. .

To develo an acquaintance with and respect for French-
.

speaking, p e in the .s,tudent's own community and every-

where.

To develop an understanding Of the French family unit and

As impact upon and contribution to the society of which

it is a part.

To develop a-familiarity with andlnierstanding of tile

educational opportpnliies available in the'Trench-speaking

world:and_ how these opportunities affect-the economic and

social development of the various'countries.-

AS

5.

,To develop an understanding of hOWgovernments,

to and different from our. own:

,

,7: ToldevelOPanacquaintance with thereligiousaspects

life..Of the people.

are similar.

in the

8. _To develop an,understanaing of the geographic influenCeS

upon the ecOnOWland sOCialAeVelopment Of the country.

9. To develop an appreciation of the.rolenlayed by the,French-

speakingHworId in the creative arts and the sciences;

10. To develop a knowledge of history and historical figures,

- ; cultural heroes,\Jiterature and representative characters

within the literatUre of the French-speaking.viorld.

H. To appreciate, the beauty.intrinsic within the language with

its sounds and rhythm.

To.de lop:ajullet realization and understandingof AMerican-:

cult rethroUgh the additionalerspectivesgained by studying

another culture:



PROGRAM. OBJECTIVES: LANGUAGE SKILLS

Thestbdent should be able:

To listen to and comprehend the French language when
spoken at a normal speed on a subject within the range

,'of the studeht's experience.

To speak well enough to communicate directly with
native speaker within the range of the qudent's
experience.

To read material on a given level with direa understanding
and without translation.

To write about .a subject within the ,range of the student's
experience using authentic French patterns'l

To employ the idiomatic nuances and gestural language
common to native speakers of French.

To idevelop a better command of the English language through
additional perspectives gained by studying another language.

lb learn basic grammar and its applidation.

8. To learn to-think in French, the ultimate goal of language
study.



THE$ itRARCHY OF GOALS, OBJECTIVES,ANO
PERFORMANC.EXFECTATIONS IN THE FRENCH LANGUAGE FR6GRAM

1.,

The_ aster Plan for-Public Educdtion in Hawaii mentions.a number of
educational purposes which relate to the Asian, European and pacific
Language Program. One purpose concerns helping, stuaeni's to understand

.and to.appreciate other individuals belonging to.sociaj., cultural, and
ethnic groups different'from the# own. Another deals with helping
students acquire the skills of listening, speaking, reading and
writing. A

The Asian, European and.Pacific_Language Program hasin varyins
4 -Jegrees, either a direct or an indirect influence on the attainkent

of,many of the Foundation Program Objectives which are translations
of the educational .pOrpose.

The actual i3rairam goals and program objectives for.. French culture
and anguage are listed in the Foreign Language.Program Guide published ,

in October 1977. Those specific to French are found in this chapter.

The performance exioectations found on pages 10 and 11 are more. refined
$ guidelines of the expected outcomes at the classroom level. The
performance expectations, are delineations of the program objectives.

The teacher must bear in mind, however, that the performance expectar
A4,

tions are by no means exhaustive nor inclusive. They serve only as
indicators from which teachets can identify instructional or teaching
objectives.

A graphic illustration of the hierarchy'of relationships is found on
the page follbwing.
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GRAPHIC. ILLUSTRATION OF THE HIERARCHY OF GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND
PERFORMANCE, EXPECTATIONS IN THE'FRENCH LANGUAGE PROGRAM

.

ia
The Master Plan

Statements of ele en educational purposeS.

;

The Foundation Program Objectives
s

Statements pf eight, overall objectives..

Geheral statements o'f program

Program ObjecfTVes

More pecii'ic pr goals

'Performance Expectations

.

Representative.delineations of program objectives.

Instructional Objectives
(Teaching Objective)

Specific statements identified by teaCher
with focus on. student performance.



PIRFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS, FO

ASIAN,,EUROpEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES

FirSt Year of the Language Second Year of the. Laogoav ,Third Year of the Languaie

. 7

o Discusses some ways in which

difference0e.g, proxi-

mity of ,speakersYplay important

roles in verbal' communication,

,o Explainsghow knowledge of a new

language enhances the' potential

for new experiences,.

0:Explains how cultural value

differences can be understood

through the study of a new

linguage,

Discusses the role a new language

plays in meeting society's needs

for cokMunication among cOuntries

and cultures.

I Participate' in aesthetic expres-

sions of, the new culture, such as

dancing, singing, and'cooking,

i Identifies selected art formS that

are representative 'to he new

'Culture.

o Discusses spit aestheticontribu-

,,tion$ of the cultur(and the new

language to Americani,ife.

s Reads aloud written material

he new language to enjoy its 40

rhythm, tone, and sound.

I Relates how similarities among

cultures are partly'caused by the

increasing easeof communication and

travel,

Explain how one's own perspe6tive.

has been broadened through the study.,

of a new' language. and the cultur44

associated with it',

o Compares the culture of the

country(ies) where the new language

spoken with one's own, '

Dfscusses ways in which types:o

art forms vary among cultures.

o Explains thcway in which theri

'forms of a culture ieflectits

values, cusioms,, and environment..

/

*identifies sertfted art forms that

arelepresentative-of the'new

culture. 1'

Demonstrates' an understanding that

the art forms of a culture reflect

its values, history, andienyironment.

Reads mild comprehends cultural

information written in the basic

vo'cabulary of the new language.

Demonstrates an awareness of notable

events, conditions, and ideas-which

have influence& language and, its

culture,

Discusses some of the major personali-

ties which havi influenced the history

of the country(ies) where the new.

language is spoken,

.1Recognites how the' values' and traditions

of a country are often reflected in its

language,

oidentifies,'selects, and uses alternatie

solutiohs to interpersonal conflicts. 7

which might arise from cultural differ:

ences.

' i Demonstrates the understanding that_the2.
. ,

art forms of a culture reflictltS'vaitte4
,

history andaenvironment.

o Uses the aesthetic expressions of the

new culture (iNch asmusie,'art, perform-

ing arts titerature, cooking, and

architectUre) for one's own enrichment.

o Demonstrates an aesthetic aspect of the

new culture through art, dance, dramas,,

etc.

s Identifies,some major'writers and works

in the new language and comments on.

their influence upon the language and

the culture,.



'First Year of the Language Second Year'of the Language

0

Third Year of the Language

;Reads,' with general comprehension,

simple selrections in the new

language.

I Writes basic '§entenceS in the new

exchanges amenities with a speaker

Othe new language,

I Demonstrates sensitivity towards

Oneeds 'of a speaker of the new

language by responding to verbal

.
and non-verbal cues.

1

0 Communicates with a Speaker

,

of the

newt language using basic vocabii-

1ary,including numbers and

measurement.

r,

.4ad.s,'With general comprehension;

literary selections in the new

linguage;

Reads aloud written:material in the

'new. languagellO enjoy its rhythm,

tone, and sound.

, I Creates an original' para aph in the

r4P'

new 'language/.

Reads simple stories and poetry in.

the.new language which evoke,.

' personal aesthetic pleasure.

Corresponds with a speaker of the

new lantage.

o.Demonstratev sensitivity towards'

the needs of a spwker,of the new

language by responding to verbal

and non - verbal cues.

'o'CoMmbnicates with a. speaker Of the

new, language using haSic vocabulary

inclndiflg numbers, measflfement, and.

money.

I Conveyses.in the neW.languagejr0.,

famil5.ar situation/

Identifies stories, poeiry,

music Of 'the newangUage and

culture.Which evoke personal'

aestheticileasnre.'

,)!

$ Reads aloud written naterifll in the

new language to enjoy, ps rhytha tone,

and sound.

p Reads, with general comprehension,

simple literary selections in the new

language

oleads simple, stories and poetry inHthet'

new laflguagi which evoke personal: N

aesthetic, pleasure.

Corresponds with'a speaker. Of the new

IangiOie/.

I Creates an original composition in the

new language. x

I COmmunicates with a speaker of the

lewlaquage using basic vocabOary'

including numbers-, measurement, and'

money.

Uses insightslained through the ,study

of the. new iaflgUage to. enhance inter-

4tion' with pepAwhOspeai the

.language, H'

Converses in the new language in a

famiTiar situation. .

I lses, ;he new lAguage for .personal

enjO ent':

ListenS to selected titerary. arty, )

forms in the new language.



RELATIONSHIP OF LEVELS OF. OBJECTIVES.

The folldwing sequence is an example of the relationship of levels of
objeCtiveS as'aPplied to -the French Language'Program

.THE MASTER13LAN

RECOMMENDATION: THIS SCHOOL SYSTEM.WILL PROVIDE THE PUPIL WITH EXPERF7.:
ENCE$ INWHIGH OUR CULTURE IS STUDIED IN RELATION TO OTHER CULTURES OF
THE WORLD.'

aim-here.isto reduce provincial biases by instilling a. broad range
-.of viewpoints from many cultures in order that the pupil may be
prepared intelligently.for the enormous responsibility of local,
national and world citizenship. _World peace will remain an item of
high priority in the agenda of human affairs. -Without-doubt one of the
major realities of the--next quarter - century will be the intense desire
of out,people, and of the... great .majority of the peoples of the rest Of,*
the world, to live An peace... Advances'in communication and transporta
tion and worldwide economic interdependence will increasingly bring
peoples of the world into more intimate contact. There ismuch chance .

for undetstandipg to develop-just as there are increasing opportunities
for misunderstanding. Choices that must 1?..e/made.frequently will eta'
across. cultural ethnic and political therefore-the learner must be
encouraged to recognize and respect differences. among people -and cultures.
(Master Plan for Public Education in Hawaii, 1969.. Pg. 51)-

THE FOUNDATION PROGRAM. OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVE,VII: DEVELOP 'A CONTINUALLY 'GROWING PHILOSOPHY SUCH THAT THE '
STUDENT IS RESPONSIBLE TO SELF AS WELL AS TO OTHERS:

Compares and contrasts own, behavior with that of others.

(Audent Performance Expectations of the Foundation Program, Asian,
European and Pacifid Languages, 1978, Pg. 41. R.S. 78-60541

FRENCH PROGRAM

TO-CREATE AN AWARENESS ANDAN APPRECIATION OF.FRENCH CULTURE
AND ITS FAR REACHING EFFECTS THROUGHOUT OUR WORLD.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: LANGUAGE SKILLS.
5.° TO EMPLOY THE IDIOVIC NUANCES AN
TO .NATIVE SPEAKERS OF FRENCH:

.1
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PERFORMANCE'EXPECTATIONS
.

TEMONSTRATES.SENSITIVITYTOWARDS THE NEEDS OF A SPEAKER OFD THE. NEW
LANGUAGE BY RESPONDING TO VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL CUES.
(Student Performance ExpeC;ations of the Foundation Program, Asian,..
Eutopean and paCific Languages, 1978, Pg". .63. R.S. 78z-60.54)

.

:INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

(One example of myriads.of possibilities).
STUDENTS WILL GREET EACH OTHER.WITH A PROPER VERBAL SALUTATION
(E.G: BON JOUR) APPROPRIATE TO THEIR AGE LEVEL, WHILE AT THE SAME
TIME EXECUTING THE ASSOCIATED:NON-VERBAL.ACTS, SUCH AS SHAKING HANDS
WITH EACH INDIVIDUAL IN THE MAKING.EYE CONTACT WITH EACH AND'
NODDING THE HEAD SLIGHTLY.

v
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CHAPTER 2'.

17'5U411VtEgL

THE FOUR SKILLS

The section on the "Overall Goals of. Foreign Language Study" in. Hawaii

as written in the Foreign'Language Program Guide begins with the

following:

To listen to and copprehend the foieign age when spoken-

at a normal speed on a subject within the range of the student's

experiencp.

To speak well enough to communicate directly with a native
speaker within the range of the student's experience..,

3. To fead'material on a given level with direct un rstanding

and without translation.

4. To write about a subject within the range of the stu4ent's-
experience using authentic patterns of the people whose,
language is being studied.

These are theprimary skills which are to be developed through the study

of French and are supportive of the,skills in, the Foundation Program

Objective.I.

Since language, be it French of English, is tantamount, to listening,

speaking, reading and writing,these.essential components' ofcommunication.

are covered in detail, in thissecond chapter.

A

nebcole en plain air
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6

The Listening Skill

Developing Listening Skill

Any prereading 'phase usedat the.teacher's option can inculcate in:the

'student the need for developing the proper speaking and listening
.habits. Beginning student ears are unaccustomed to detecting the Slight
variations of sounds so important in signaling meaning in another
language. They interpret soundi in terms .of the familiar English

phOnemes. During a prereading phase they are given the, opportunity
to reactivate the dormant powers in their sense of hearing. Their

ears are being reoriented.' **

In such prereading cases most students-know, or are soon told, that
they will not read. or write the language until later in the course._.
Some:do not believe it will be important to listen carefully during
the prereading phase because they assume they will ,not be giade4 if

-

they haVe not yet learned to read and write They also assume they will
see it later in print. The solution is one of motivation through

understanding' of the problem. These studentsneed to-realize that
because they do not ha l0 a book upon which they can rely they have
to. "keep their ears open" in class or they will not progress, as they

should, for they will be tested both during the prereading and later

phases- Progresq can be determined by judging' reproduction of sounds
and intonation and by daily Classroom rdsponses.

Various exercises can, be used to help'teach the student to discern

sounds and intonation patterns, to associate sound with meaning, and

to infer the meaning of the words from context. The teacher can .

identify the sounds that need to be drilled while the students are

learning the basic sentences' or dialog. If, after Completion of the

drills, a student is still unOole to reproduce a given sound, the teacher
can show'how it Should be produced, perhaps contrasting it with the
comparable Engliel sound.

Pronunciation drills are commercially available or can be devised to
help the student overcome the tendency to treat French Phonemes as

though they were thobe of. English. It is often desirable to procure'
pronunciation drills that take the form of obvious contrasts (tableau,

bureau; drapeau) which can,apo be used as exercises to develop the

ability to discern sounds: The teacher pronounces the words using key

letters or humbers for each word. .(a. tableau, b. bureau, c. drapeau.)

Two, three, or.more words may be used. The teacherthen repeats one of

the words. The student ascertains which word wag uttered and writes the

correct letter (a,.b, or c). Or the teadher may profitably use a same-

different technique. This type of exercise would be especially
Valuable during the first few weeks of language instruction. It

should. take up only a few minutes of class time on the days it is

-.used, perhaps' a few times a week. (This also makes a good reading

exercise when the time comes. The testing words can be written and

the student circles the word that was pronounced.'This also enables

15



the student to see the. relatiOnship between-theyritinq syStem and
a

the sound system.) Later the students can be asked to add the proper
letter to complete th9yord they heard: tableau,- kri the followingi.
they are asked to determine whether "b" and "p" or "1" and:"VT: are
pronOunced cotrectly.

blase And passe oe

livre and vivre

The following exerciseis aimed' at developing awareness of the jmipor-
tance of intonation. The,teacher reads a sentence that is-obviously
declarative, interrogative, interrogative with a yes or no answer, or

'exclamatory. (The student has of Course been'drilled in these sentences.
before and' -should have no difficulty repeating them.) The sentences

would be of the type below:

ca va bien.

Comment'ca va ?.

ca va bien?

Ca da bien!

As the sentence is read by the teacher and then%epeited by the studen
the teacher points to the appropriate punctuatio symbol.written on

sthe chalkboard or the number corresponding to the model. He

or she repeatS the model sentences and elicits the.responses. When

the students seem to haye mastered the concept, thd utterances are'
changed to others with which the students are, not familiar.: They
should not repeat them, but should demonstrate their recognition of
the intonation pattern by writing the key number of selecting the
'appropriate punctuation mark. This type of exercise to develop an
"ear" for intonation need not take much time One of two short

lessons should.be'sufficient. The use of EngliSh comparables can facili-
tate the learning of French and increase English awareness, all' of which
are reasons for studying a second language. This concept .is supported

through Program Objective: Language Skills, number 6..

As the teacher proceeds to teach the:dialog, he or she has an excellent
oppdrtunity to develop the ability to,distinguish between the various
intonational patterns. A simple device is.to start With a short

segment and build gradually. The teacher askS questions, eliciting

only the known and learned response. The following exampledemonitrates
one procedure which can accomplish this instructional objective.

Teacher Students

C'est un chien. C'est un chien,.

Qu'es-trce que c'est? C'est un'chien.

C'est un chien? C'est un chien.



Teacher .Students

C'est un garCOn qui mange:. )West un garcOn qui mine,

que cl,est?- .C'est un garcon quimange.

Qui mange? West,un garcon qui mange.

West un garcon quf mange?- Oui, c'est ungargdn qui mange.

The exercise can continue in like.manner expanding the'Sentence by
adding' adjectives and other modifying elements.

To-praCtice the questior(pattern, model the same questions but use
directed questions. ExaMple:

Teacher Students

Demandtt4oii Qu'.est -ce que .QU'est-ce que c'est?
c'eSt?

. ss

Another Useful- device for indicating:intonation teachingeaching dialog
adaptation is h hand.ad ignal, or chalked line indicating rising tor.'.'.the
.falling intonation: A tonal instrument, such as melody bellS,i-s
alsovery effectiVe .

...74

The teacher must be constantly alert to correct and drilt!the student in
order to reduce errors in pronunciation and intonation which would lead
to Misinterpretations.' Subtlety:in correction, such as using modeling
and repetition, can avoid interruptions and embarrassment.



The. Speaking. Skill

Use of Dialog, A Pdem, or Basic-Sentences

When .a dialog, a. poem,. or ,a .series of basic sentences serves- as the
basis of a learning unit, it, is-to be memorized so that the student
may use the Material learned in further drills'and exercises. Then
by means of pattern drills and adaptation of the dialog, the student
gains control of the structures memorized and learns to adapt the
memorized.material to other situations.,

CautiOnmuSt be exercised to i3tevent'the,:metorizationof the'dialog
.frourbecoing the most important goal for:theStudentSi.or'as soon,
4s4t_i...learned, they wilkno:lOnger'bejnotiVate0o further learning.
They must understand-that:the dialog is a point Of:departure_and'that
the elements of,the.,dialog.Wili-serVe aS the basis for' structure:.
,drills and pattern:praCtice..It is th. adaptation of the dialog,
situation which will enable theM:t6 manipulate language'in.realistiC.
situations.

Varying the Procedure:.

,
Sometimes students..seem to feel: that there is no further value or0

interest in memorizing more Material: This is a particular problem
during 'any'prereading phase when the inevitable reaction to any highly'

structured course sets in But the concern need not be permanent and
the Oooperation of the students can be elicited by the sensitivity.of
the teacher to the situation While the ultimate memorization of the
dialfl'or basic sentences should not be sacrificed, the procedure in
class may undergo some change. The students should' be remindid of -.

the purposes, underlying the. principle of the dialog do that-they are
always aware,of the value of their efforts, but the .materials should be

presented iApariety of ways: Fbr,exaniple;.teachers.may use a-.--4-
41./enarrative 4.'here, deVelopinOthe concepts and.structures found in

rt and emerf at ihe end of the a'dialog forMat. Or they
. _

.

.may present.kach segment of-the dialog.through drawings, illustrate

ellen by hand'puppet perfOrmandes; ordevelop overlays for the over-

head projector to conform to the cues in each segment. Rather than

insist on compkete,memorization"before development and adaptation,
.teachers could treat each line as a persOnal statement pertaining.
to the student;s::exPeriences. The, statement "je vais a la.maison et aprbs

1 une fgtecan yield a wide range' variety of questions, answers,
. . .

and controlled Through such questions tnd'answers and'
immediate development and adaptation, the essential material to be
coVered in the dialog or basic sentences can:well be mastered.

'...Recordings'of-the,students' voices can add'a lot of life and laughs

to lighten the process.
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One must, of course, bear in mind that the structural content must
not be changed or the drills dependent on them will have to be varied
as well. yet, it is equally important for the teacher to realize
that the exact reproduction of the dialog is not.the sole objective.
If the student knows much of the work, and in speaking substitutes a
meaningful phrase in the place ,of .the one in the'dialog,:the teacher
can feel a certain gratification-in knowing the prime puipose has been
served and real communication has been achieved.

Exteht of Mastery:

The question often arises to what extent the dialog or the basic
-sentence structure must-be mastered before the class proceeds to
structure drills, dialog adaptation, or testing. Certainly the teacher
-dare not wait until -even the slowest student has achieved 100 percent
mastery without thoroughly boring the majority of the class.

The remainingloastety may well be attained through the processes
attendant upon re-entry, recombination, question-and-answer, dialog
adaptation, and even 'vocabulary drill.

Total mastery by every student can be .a more. idealistic goal than a
practical one.

Aids to Mastery:

As the material is,presented, teachers can make good-use of commercial
or homemade posters or cards which illustrate the dialog situations.
These and other visual stimuli make rapid learning more passible since
students will tend to associate a phrase or structure with a gesture
or other visual cue. The students may be assigned disks or tapes and
be expected to practice the dialog at hoMe. (If,disk recordings
accompahy the text being used, every effort should be made to make
them available to the student. Some schools purchase them; Other
schools make the purchase of the recordings by the student obligatory.
A group of three or four students might Share a set of recordings.)
Students who do not learn as quickly as'the rest of the class might
be encouraged to attend extra language laboratory sessions rather
than having them hold up the progreSs of the class.

Time Allotment:

The presentation, repetition, and memorization of a dialogshould not
occupy a dizsproportionate amount of class time Teacher's manuals

give suggested time allotments fbr a class period. It is suggested
that the teacher using; the materials for the first time,follow the

teacher's manual closely. ktotaljof 15 minutes is appropriate for
new.dialog, usually divided into sections of 10 minutes for

prisehtation during the first part of the class period and 5 minutes



for review of the new dialog toward the end of the period. Once it
has been-overlearned;.the current dialog should be recited only once
or twice a day. As a general rule it is suggested that something
new (preferably not dialog'materidi) be introduced frequently but

,that not more than 10-1S minutes in a period be allotted to this, the
bulk of class time being spent on re-entry and drill of previously
learned materials. As stated above, re-entry of learned dialog need
not be limited to *ire recitation. The same.benefits are derived by
presenting them, (1) through question and answer during the warmup
portion of the period, (2) as homework in recombination forms, and
(3) as related to students' own experiences.

gach dialog the students have learned should be recited at least once
a week thereafter. The teacher may choose two or three different
dialogs for'each day. These recitations can be used to Obvide a
respite fTom pattern practice and serve as, review of learned structures
and vocabulary.. New material, too, should always be related to previous
-dialog-situations.

Progressing from Memorization to Speaking

Dialog memorization and pattern drills demonstrate authentic language
to the-students and allow them to practice uttering what someone else
has decided that they should say. Before they can reach the goal set
for them--to speak the language in .a noncontrolled situation-7they
also need to practice selecting the pattern§ and vocabulary needed by
them to say whatever they themselves want to say. With such practice,
Oese selections will gradually be madeimore and more spontaneously.
The speakers' thoughts can then be on the message to be communi ated

. rather than on the structures and vocabulary-they're using to press
the message.

This practice can begin.through the adaptation of the dialog or phrase,
structures totifferent contexts and situations.

Adaptation of the Dialog:

Some adaptation of the dialog is usually possible before pattern practice
begins. At this point, however, variations fTom the structures presented
in the dialog should be severely limited to functional items of high
frequency such as to and vous forms.

Adaptations can/be presented as simple question-answer drills. They
should be related directly to a basic dialog and the other patterns
using snarly different elements which can encourage the student to
use previotglY4i'earned vocabulary in the context of the new dialog and
to adapkthe new dialog to new situations.



Textbooks and manuals frequently give questions and answers for use at
this stage: These are suggestions for adaptation only;, and are not to be
memorized by the students. They have already memorized enough material
in the dialog or basic sentences.

The questions and answers should encourage thestudentsto feel that they
have communicated their own ideas or information. Through the technique
of reversed role, they can ask questions as kell as respond to-the teacher,
so that it is imperative that the studpntsbe well versed in the role of

' questioner.

As the skill of the students increases and the students are able to go
beyond the bounds of rigidly controlled structures, a few students may
be assigned to improvise a conversational recombination based on previously
mastered elements. Near the end of the first year, capable individuals
should be encouraged to prepare Short oral-descriptions of friends; situa
tions, and personal experiences,. firmlybased as always on previously
learned vocabulary and structures. Others in class can be stimulated to
ask simple questions based on these short presentations, thus checking
group comprehension and exerciSilig question-making skills.

Control of DireCted Dialog:

The directed dialog (oral) is a very important evaluation technique since
it aflprds an insight ,into the students' ability to comprehend and mani-
pulate structural changes. However, its premature or incorrect use can
result in chaos and confusion and a lessening of the students' confidence
in their own ability to learn and progress. Before this technique is
used the teacher must be certain that the class has achieved, control of the
structures involved and that it understands the.method of handling the
drill..

Since the class spends a great deal df time in activity involving repetition,

some students may tend simply to repeat the instruction of the teacher during
directed dialog practice. The students must be made to understand that this
proceitre is not always correct; that they must listen to verb endings indica-
ting a change of person or to pronouns indicating a change of object. A
good practice is to Select the best students in the class for the performance

of, any new directed dialog involving structural change of any type. IE the
item defies even these students, the teacher will do well to demonstrate it,
taking both parts and pointing out the required changes of. structure. Choral
responses. need caution because there is the possibility that some students
will not utter the correct response.
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The first few presentations of the directed dialog technique might effect-
ively be done in English with the teacher taking both parts. Example:

Teacher: John, ask me how I am.

Teacher (taking John's role). Sir, how are you?

Teacher., Finethank you.-

The teacher repeats the demonstration in. English, then repeats the
directi6h and answers in French. Once the procedure is firmly grasped
by the students, the teacher deyelops it furthet by-gradually adding, express-
ions such as ask me, tell me, order me, ask him, ask her, ask them, ask us.
This exercise'takes a great deal of patient practice but the results are well
worth the effort.

Securing Independent Responses:

Teachers should avoid frequent repetition with the' class in choral repeti-
tion or response situations since' individuals may tend to use this as a crut-ctt:
In such situations, the teacher may experience great difficulty when trying

, to elicit independent oral responses. After the initial introduction of
the new material, accompanied by numerous solo repetitions by the teacher, the
teacher may, 'when directing the first choral repetitions of this material,
find it helpful to mouth the words and phrases without giving voice to them.

If a student seems especially hesitant or at a loss', teachers may help
maintain fluency by supplying the word, the phrase, or simply the rhythmic
pattern. If necessary they may..ask a question or provide a visual cue
which will elicit the desired response.

Variety in Response Groups:

When introducing new dialog or drilling previously learned dialog, only ,a
_limited portion of the time allotment for this activity should be spent on
fu11,choral class response: or repetition: Variation of this practice to, include
semichoral response, response by rows, response by boys only, by girls only,
by individuals, and so forth, will help to keep the class ,alert and to pinp
individual difficulties.

Additional variation in theOpresentation and response can be elicited by
instructing the students tO,;51go faster then slower, by assigning.different
parts to separate rows, by'ilternating between the teacher and a student, one

student and 'another, the teacher,and the class, or a student and the class,
then reversing the roles',,completely.

No matter what techniqeS"are employed, the drill session should terminate
with individual rather'tan group responses. Teachers must know when to
stop (before boredom sets in). A change of pace and activity--even if
things are going well-=isthe key to a fast" moving class.



'The Reading Skill

Students whose initial contact and experience with-the foreign language
has been exclusively audio-linqual can be systematitilly guided by a
knowledgeable: teacher to the point where they can read with.a maximum of

direct symbol-referent association and :a minimum of decoding and translation.
Techniques which initiate reading and aural- lingual work simultaneously
take special care and caution that nottocmuch is presented initially.
This prevents overwhelming the students.

Phases in the Procedure

order to arrivelst:the,Oesired goals, the students are guidedthrough
several phases of reading.: During the first phase, the students learn to
associate sound with writtek"Symbol. They read material that is exactly
the,same as that which they have metbrised and mastered orally. There
is no problem with comprehension, because the students have learned the
meaning of what fhey are reading during the, audio-lingual phase or. Other

preparation..

Introducing Reading:

,The first dialog or set of ba.siC sentences is 'introduced for reading-in
accordance with theA3rocedure OutNned in the teacher'S edition. After:.

sufficient choral reading of the basic materialhas been accomplished,.
both by line and bygroups:of.lines,-the teacher has groupS, then indivi
:duals,read a sentence of.a section of the Material. He,or she draws
'attention-to the symbol representation of similar. sound groups without.
dwelling on this aspect... On thefollowing-days the teacher might put:
isolated.sentehCes.on.the board and have students read them chorally and
individually. ..He or she might then. have the students. read them in reverse,
isolating each word'orphrase in order; thus forcing concentration on the
individual items and preventing memory from being brought into play. the
teacher may use flash cards.to drilLisolated words'or phrases, varying
the order: in which these appear. He or She goes thrOuih 10 to-15 words
at a,time, calling for individual reading. Flash cards frequently prove
advantageousbecause.they require instantaneous recognition and response
on the part of the student.: The.. teacher may choose to write on'the board
10 to 15 :unconnected words in no special order for choral and individual
reading. Toreinforce comprehension he or she may create partial sentences,.
requiring the students to complete them with a Worcror phrase from the

. list on the board. The teacher may checkjurtherby asking the class to
point out the: sentence, wOrd, orphrase.which describeS a particular action,
-fact, 'or object or the.teaCher may ask questions abOut,a sentence to elicit.
specific:Words found in:the sentence.

Q i)
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Reading Adaptations and Drills:

When the students are able to read the basic material well, th'ey, may .

also read dialog adaptations and pattern drills. This total procedure
helps the class make the transition to the next reading phase: The
students not encounter many,difficulties in reading this
material if it has been reintroduced frequently as oral practice.
The students are also cautioned that their ears are more reliable than
their eyes at this point.

ro

Teachers may initiate the presentation of the basic dialog or basic
sentences of the new material while the class is still in the reading
phase dt-44.0 preceding unit. Or they may decide on a concurrent audio-
lingual4ad visual presentation of new material. They may wish to
introduce the initial elements of the new unit audio-lingually and then
follow this the next day with reading drill and writing practice based

on these elements: Memorization takes place with the aid of the,printed
word at the same time the class receives further training in sound
symbol association. EaCh.segment of the. basic material is presented
and drilled in this way until all of it has been mastered. .It is well
to remember that overlearning is still important at this stage. Sound-
symbol interference from English has not yet been fully overcome.

After the students have been permitted free use of reading in the
review and practice of adapted materials, the occasional error in
pronounciation can frequently be corrected by direct recourse to the
dialog line where it originated. For example, the student reads:
Je vais 'a la maison pour chercher mon livre,prontncing the final word
as/ vivre /or/suivre/. The teacher can direct him,or her to close
his or her book and answer the qiidtiiion: Pourquoi vas-tu 'a la maison?
The student's response will generally elicit the-cOrrect pronunciation
which can now be transferred to the misread line.

Sound-Symbol Reinforcement:

In order to reinforce correct sound-symbol association, reading drills
are practiced in clash. Particular stress should be placed bn symbols
which represent different sounds in French and in English, e.g., vowels
e, a,-and consonants, j, r, or symbols which do not exist in English,

.
Where one sound is.represented by more than one symbol, e.g.,

s, and z, difficulties may arise both in spelling and reading.

Cognates, such as control, chant and chance; can create a number of
problems and thus require extensive drilling.

Looking up every word-can:become counterproductive. Students should
strive for general comprehension whenever possible.

All ofthe, aboyeprOblems may be lessene in degree or eliminated
through.use of the drills described below.



'

The French sounds are frequently 'different from our. English sounds:

Teachers.can write on-the board a list of words already mastered orally.

and, following the teacher'S lead, students pronounce them several

times chorally, then individually. on the following day they see,

some of the same words.in slightly longer contexts and are called

on chorally and individually.to
c

read the phrases.

.After completing this activity the teacher may write on the board
Several additional words previously encountered containing the key
symbol, leading the class in choral and individual repetition. these

words or expressions should contain no or few additional problem-points.

On the third day the class sees the words in short utterances and
those of the previbus list 4' longer utterances and proceeds to read,

chorally and individually, without a teacher model. Of course; as in

any drill procedure, immediate correction of errors, followed by

repetitions of the corrected item, will follow. Correctiong.can

be made subtly without interrupting the pGce or embarrassing the

student. Repeating the word correctly, having another student say it
correctly or coming back after another example are just a few ways of

making corrections smoothly.

After; -for example, the sound of j has been thoroughly drilled,the teacher

can introduce English symbols which may cause an interference with the

proper sound production. The English j may be.contrasted with French

j to make certain that there is not carry-over from language to 'language.

The teacher places on the chalkboard and.reads aloud a sentence like

the following:

Je vais habiter ,a Paris jusqu'a janvier.

Combinations are a valuable tool and can be introduced in a similar

manner. When the.class has demonstrated its ability to read correctly

,items containing a particular letter in combination with any vowel, the

teacher:,should present for oral reading_longer utterances which include

several;44110e, combinations.

The same drill can be extended to cover the contrastive cgplbinations.

The teacheikreads.from the board a list of minimal-pairs pointing
out the sound differences represented by, for example, u and U. As.a

follow-up, after sufficient drill practite, a series of sentences is

presented and groups and/or individuals are called to read them.

The initial reading phase continues-through the first semester of Level

I and overlaps the secondphae. It maybe continued through the entire

year if the teacher considers the practice employed, to be efficgcious

and valuable.



Using Recombination Narratives:.

In phase two, which may begin shortly after the introduction of reading,
the teacher may present-to the class.siMple variations of the basic.
material-in narrative .fOrm. These narratives are especially prepared
for reading practice. They are.not to be memorized. Known structures
and lexical items are recombined into single sentences and/4r short
paragraphs for presentation inclass., These recombinations=should
not iliclude any new structures. New lexiCal items-should be severely
liTited and their meanings explained.to the class beforehand, preferably
in Trench or by draMatitation or picture, In addition, a-few simple
questions may be designed in order to assure the teacher-that there is
full comprehension and that the pupil can.make the necessary changes in
verb .forms; or other changes as required in questiOn7answer practice.
By. the end, of Level I all the lexical items and structures will haVe
been recombined for use within many contexts.

Recombination narratiVes:mayseem rather difficult for some pupils.
Pattern-practice drills, when read aloud, sometimes help pliMinate
'problems. Drills whith help students to manipulate structures will
also help them with.the comprehension of recombined material, These
might include expansion or contraction drills, completion drills, and
translation or variation drills.:

Hi
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The Writing Skill

The goal is deliberately limited in scope in order to concentrate on
the masteryOf the relation.of'the sound to the-visual symbol without
recourse tothe.intermediary'of'English.

.

The objectives of
the transcription
15 percent of the
writing, skill.

writing in Level therefore, are mainly limited to

of what the students can say and- read. About.

time allotted to this level is used to develop the

Perhapt the most common practice employed by. the teacher of Level.I

. whose classes have already begun reading has been to assign the simple

copying of the dialogs, sentences, or.conversations already mastered

aurally.' The pupils say them; manipulate and. adapt them,,read them,
. .

and'finallyattempt to copy them:,H.Although this may seem .overly
simple lo the teacher and some students, it is a good basic tool, (if

.not OVerdone) and is something that even slow learners can benefit

from. ..

Uting:Pattern Drills:

While the copying of dialog lines or basics sentences is a valuable

introduction to-the writing skill, so is the copying and/the written

manipulation' of previously learned-pattern drills. ' Students should be

able to demonstrate their abiliity to manipulate in'Writiing most, if

not all, of the patterns4reviouslrlearned
.

Later drills may include the changes from declarative to interrogative.

affirmative, to negative, and others,

During the latter part of J,evel I', the teacher may wish to expand. the

writing program to_incj.Ude responses to- questions which have 'been:

patterned on materials already mastered orally,

. ,

If homework is being written on the board prior to its examination

and correction by the clats., the teacher maywell be utilizing-the

time reviewing old drills and learneddialOgs and practicing, pronuncia-

tion. '7'e teacher should not attempt to introduce new material unless

all the students present are at 'their-Seats.

Providing Time for Follow-up:

When scheduling dictation or other types of writing practice, teachers

should allot sufficient, time for correction of the exercise and

explanation of general concepts illustrated by the written'items.

Although the writing exercise is done at the end of the4class period,

adequate time needsto be provided for this in the teacher's daily

class plan so that these activities are not simply tacked on to the

tail end of the class period.
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This is a Curriculum Outline for French Levels I, II, III and IV.
covers, vertically, the four essential skills; namely, listening,
speaking, reading and°writing, foqowed by overall concepts.

Horizontally,,the five elements of instruction are covered. They are
phonology, morphology; syntax, vocabulary and culture.

The CurricUlum Outline is designated lo give a short overall view of the
program So that it is easier to relate, conceptually, to the Foundation
Program Objectives, the French Program Objectives and the Performance
Expectations.

It

The subsequent chapters expand upon the outline.

French Embassy Press and Igor Mation Division
, .
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:CURRICULUM OUTLINE FOR FRENCH
four-Yvar SequenCe,.Level..T.

Phonoloey .Morphology Syntax

LISTENING:
All vowelS,-particulrly.'ul,

nasals 'in"On','
'un'

mute e' .

consonanis,and semi-consonants,
especially
'Oui', 'ui', 'ail'

Stress and absence of stress,
three patterns of intonations

Liaisons

'!SPEAKING:'
All sounds heard should be
'produced accurately
Make obligatory liaison's
Reproduce short sentences
with correct 'stress and

intonation

. :

READING:
Allvowe conso-:

nantsand. SeMionsonants,
particularly 'e;. and mute

Luis r,s
.

.

(obligatory and

i.7possibleY
S:...11At.;irand:wor0 boundaries

Scrass and intonation

:DeterMinatives
(articlas)'

definite
indefinite
partitive
possessive
demonstrative .0

nouns, s'ingular,'plural, mas-
culine, feminine
adjeCtives,aingular, plural,.
masculine,,feminite
interrogative.adjeotives

prOnouns,. demOnstratiVe',
interrogative:'.

possessive
reflexiVe.
personal (subjects
and objects)

Verbs (3 regular. groups)
+ etre; avoir, faire, etc.

Infinitive;'Rresent,
future, imperative

Reflexive

. t

The :settle as above

Basic word.order in statement:
(affirmative and negative) ,-

qUestions and commands

sp. qu'est-ce..4up

posit/on.° adjectives
position.ofL.personal pronouns

The same 's above

Natious orthographic repreden-
..

cations '

vowels, nasals, consonants
and semi-consonants.,,mutv."e'

.Sii;e:nt consonants
m .for .nasald, before`. p and 'b

Liaisons

CONCE?TS: r.

French and EnglWdiffet con-
`,sierably in sOunag.,and stress,
othqrAphic represeptations of
sounds. generally_one

e4c100*KI.

The same.is above' The same;as aboVe

Nouns, adjectives.; 'determina-
tivepagree with each"
andWith'Vert5 forms. There

verb form vo

Other
is

Word ord-ex-'4. ferd fioin

English is,p tiallly,`!irflques-

tionS .(se:ve :al: interrogative
patterns c".L;e:acist) with ad-

jectives nsi with pronouns



LITENING:
.800.4,000

::onus and

Vocabulary Culture

ckpressioni

SPEAKING:

500

words and

expressions

READING

words and

exprAssions

WRITING:

500.

word5

expression's'

CONCEPTS:

In the' context:of the topics,
or units:

greeeings
leaye-taking
classroom,' incl.,:converia-
tional-terms-'

.nuMbers.
colors
clothing
clock time
.calendar 'time

school. building
members .Of family, house
Parts and.funCtions of. body
:familY H.,-

weather
Christmas

Nouns, verbs, adjectives,-
adVerbs:perealninsto these
subjects as well..SS:function

.

words such' as

,`

Emphasis shbuld be plSCedon
`-concrete descriptive vOcabit."

lorry connected with reality
faMiliar.to the students.

Introduction to7FrencheUlture Should be
an integral and natural part of teaching{
FrenCh but should not take the place of

. .

teaching the language.:. The,;enVitonment

of the classroom, French. books, magazines,
recors.,.pictUres'ihould

stimulate the Students!. interestAn-
learning about the following cultural
items:

French names
forms of`-address

courteSy, patterns

FignchiChoolday and schoOlYeae
14-.hour:clock
tlFrenchhOu:Ses-

sometypicak foods and table manners
French:holidays
'especialry.,Christmas, Easter,

rhymes
songs and music

The units .ofNocabulary.are. obviously
linked closely..to',the study of, O4ture.
As much of this as possible :ins" IOne in
rench..

In spoken4nwritten form, woods
make up a linguage to communicate
in tfat language;cTe muetsrasp
the meaning, isolated or in'ontext
.without conscious reference to

:.,.

Cultural Gems ,are an.mteseTt Of 4
languagen110tenineetireadim the
language,one tiust be aware of the n noes....-, ...

of cult4fat forms. To' speak or write *le,
PMlanguage correctly also means to.useri

.

turany acceptable forms.

kJ



.CITRItt,CULUil :01.1TLIN"..FOR -FAENCit
...'Equ'ryea.r Sequence; 'Level II

..." _, .`,:.. Phonology.
. , .

Morphology
..

,-
Syntax

LISTENING. . . 0,.
K , '

Prepositions and adverbs .

Personal Pronouns,. (indirect:
object) ° '

+ en; y, on and stressed 'forms
Verbs, . passe compose,, imper - ''.,

fect, plu-perfeit, ...fit-
...

. ture perfect, irtegular
imperative, past inff.ni- ,''
tive-.-

.. ^itithediate future, recent.
- ':.past .

. .Iiregular,.verbs'
Relative' pronoun's qui, que

' -, , ,,,

. ...
.. -

,

. .
.

.

,. . . :
. .

'Position df actierbs.-.:,:. .

'Position orsersonal;pfnnouns.-.
Position of negative. partigtes...

(ne-...pas, rieni:plUs.,.- Per.4..,-.
- s'onne;'..-:,); with- aUxitiary verb
' Verb;',.COnstruc.tion (.d.iret:,kr

i,ndireOt bb.S.eats or with
. ...

infinitive verb :With dr.:with-
':- Oat preposition) , : .:.., ..,i

. Causative 'faire '' . - ' ''
.,Various'-ways of ekpreskih,g

. ..
possession, . . .-

Pattern, c ' est ...qUi
c' est.. ... que

,, .7,.

....
-..,,.?..':.

Furt-her,work toward the
. ,.;:,q1,astery of sounds;;especially .

hoSe that differ most from..-..
rygribih. It' , 'u' , etc. '....

tthni'and melody. of sen- .
n5es :.,:

,

.

, .

. .
,--

SPEAKING:.. ' .

Sathe' a s: above-,. :',., .

..
'-.1-

.'

. ..

READING: . .

The same as Above plus 'pasSe-
simple.' (used mostly in :T../rit:
ing) ..,.

.

..

;-... .

.

.
,I,
.4--

The same as,-abOvI
".',

.:,

-r ,

w
...'

.
.-,

..

A,ssociation or all French :-

."-,,-.,:und.s with the' right ortho-
-graOhic repre-sentations
Gognates .

stibirsOilyrns (real and deceptive
.. .technique in word attack

Accent . and syllabication
Rhythm and melody of ser.-
tences
, ,. ,

..,/;,
-,

WR TLN41-:
.

The same -as above
,i4. .-, .

- ...,.

.

'

The same .as above
t '

.

As.Sod- -, On of all French
'1 -1-

.

ith the' ortho-
,aph.:c -represer.tations 'With

particular eifrpria;,:i.s on mute
;Jitters, and groups of letters :

HoModvms. '. _ ',.. ,..,
Adjectives denot ing"lat ion- ,......
alit:' or city are capitalized'

e-,%.,,, ._ A

.

CONCEPTS:
.

Tense fUnctions almost always
differ in French' and English.,..,
Marty more.Verb endings in.:
'Frehdh.,thaii:-.in Er.glish, 'alSO'.... _ -
more irregtlar -verbs ,-;':
Range of te.aning of prepositions. .

. . .. -
.4 i f f s . in:,French and ,in Er.glish,

31- -0 -l 1 , 4' .!

,

,. Direct ancrindirect ob.-facts
have ,pther, poSitions as nouns
than ;as pronouns . -'c?: . ..

CompleX and rigid word
order in-:negative patterns,
with various particles.

French dronunciation'.;requi-res
clearer enunciation, more ,

articulation.."-tension is more.
sustained s.i'th lips' but breath

.,:...as 'less, ...-,Orce.

.

1



!tt.
VOcabulary Culture

.46 r

e'xprei54bns.,.

SPEAKI

80.0

words and

expressions

READING:

, GOO- 1 , 500

words and

.eXpres4d.on$

the context ;of
units:

a.

dairy routine.
telephoning
shopping
mone
sizes
letters and post
restaurants ,
doctor , dentist
commun i

':transpOrtat ion
city
..landscape
cciuntrys ide , farfaing

%travel, customs
animals

a holidays
spOrta

.:s,entertainments, arts...,

Vccabulary should include
functional, wordS such as
'clue ' , 'aussi longtemps _qua '.;
'merne si ' , 'alo s qua :
and current iaiotnatic- eXi;res=
s ions

office

Visual and audio-stimuli as well .as the -.

topics of vocabulary should suggest the
following cultural items for study .at
the second- level

forms of letters
types of urban life
types of rural life
,relationships ( fataily,

. .
France:

.landscape in regions
Main rivers and cities
'il.ghlights. of, economy, iridustir .arid

present political: situation
. holidays , festival's
entertainments
folklore
proverbs
music, popular and classical
current events

WIT I NC :

313bti
Words and

. .

expressions

CONCEPTS:
s and expressions in French are

sCnetimes closely related. Co Engliih but
almost always differ in range of meaning

...Yccabillary is influenced uy histo-rical
background, social customs, and 'other
'factors::

,:.
.

-,,i3e;iare of cognates (false and t rug')

In. listening and speaking, reading and
writing, cultural patterns are obvious
and anus be observed by a native -or, non-
native s ker of the language.



:URRICuLUMOOTIJNE FOR FRENCH
Four-year :$etiOnce, .LeVel,

"Phonology :Morphology Syntax,

LISTENING:.
Lntroduction to regional .

differences.
IntreaSed length..and speed o
utteranceS.

Nuances associated with dif-
ferent stresses .and intonaT
tiORs

P

COmparisOns '(adjgctives,
verbs)

.

. >.
, . .

'Relative..pronouns .1equelkHdont.,
que, qui_,

Conditionaii presenti, perfect.
',Subordinating ConiunctiOns with
.-.indIcAtive-

. ... .

More. 'irregular verbs

Expressions of duration,.

it y.a ...qUe, cela
que z.

SPEAKING
tMproving pronunciation with
:increase in speed of utterance
Greater awareness of°minute.
prOnUnciatIon differences

A

e'
.

reading -skill with

in fluency -and e*,

READING:
Improving
increase
pression

r,,-T. iTING.: 7-----.2_
...

,.,

I-.--le:writin skill with

a,ton:o individual
nee

The same pltiSpast conditional
(2n0 form).

The same plus participial
constructions

c.#

The same as above

Noc all French - speaking
people pronounce sounds V
alike., ut French (aS
spoken in. the Loire Villey),
considered the purest, is

underst:ood::hv all French
Speakiri; 'people.

r.

'The,same as aptke:

',Various nuances ;associated with _TiMe and duration are

various uses Of tenses in sub= expressed totally different

ordinate clauses. in French' and in English.



r.

Vocabulary.. Culture

Inciees'e66,cceonlary cannot' be stated'
ih figures

FaaSiV4livocabulatywill of coutse be
.71 .larger than activeir?Ou.t extent -of .both

will depend on student's
speak and read French.:

r.,

C.1z

:75

A variety of graded readers may. be used
atthis level. Much of the passive
vocabulary Will.depend upon the selec-
tion of reading materials and textbookd.

A vocabullty suitable for writing
letters, outlines, reports, composi-
tions should be developed,-

A9
Topical vocabulary shguld.include:

current- events

education
.government
history
biography

Emphasis should be placed on;

1) more' abstract 'vocabulary con-
nected with intellectual acrivit
criticism, judgment...

2 vocabulary designedto'express'.
emotions and feelings

,

Cultural items studied at tie third level
should include:

France:

government
edUcational system
recreation
hishlighti of history

Other French speaking. countries:

Belgium.
Switzerland
French-Canada

French influence in:

Africa.;
Americe

,

The cultural study,iSdorlr mainly in French,
with some supplementary teading inEnglish.
It takes in:

the listening to recordings and viewing
' of films, filmstrips, and slides;.

thediscuseIng of whet. has been heard or
read;

!;.the reading of graded teadets, periodicale,
poetry and literary prose:Land

the writing of letters, reports, com-;'-
poiitions-- revealing an understanding of.
the French culture.

C.

Spoken andwritten:vocahulaty
in volume and kind, . The command of.a

n large vocabulary can be achieved OnLy
through,conetent listening, speaking,
reading, and writing practice.

s.

cxz
O

The French culture must. be evaluated objec-
tively and on ltd. own merits.



C.In.-..LLUM'OUTLTNE_FOR FRENCH
FOur -Year Sequence, Level IV

Phonology . Morphology Syntax.

:LISTENING:
Poetic variations in the
language,in phrasing,
rhythm, intonation

SPEAKING:
Improving pronunciation with
attention. to individual need

_Special uses of conditional
Subjunctive (present; imper-
fect)

Passive
Subordinating conjunctions'an&
verbs with subjUnctiVe

'Direct and indirect discourse
Tense. correspondence between
main clause and subordinate
clauses

Word order.. in passive

Inversion of aUbject and verb
in sentences other than
questions:

Word order with series of
objects.,

READING:
Improving reading skill with
increase in: speed

The saeiti.Ptus S'ubjunCtive.
(past and plu-perfect)

The. same as above

WRITING:
Improving writing skill.
punctuation .

apostrophes
syllabication

The ame..aaabOve The:iame as above

CONCEPTS:
Poetic forms of the
language may differ from.
everyday French. In turn,.

spoken French differs from
written French. French

requires strict pUnctuation.,

Importance.olf.subjUnetive in
French but teddency to avoid
other forms besides present
especially in. spoken French.
Thesame fact may be expressed'
from two different viewpoints
through active and passive voice.
butthe latter is much less used
in French than in English. 'On'
a; reflexive forms will often be
used." (14

35

Patterns are many but each CI
themL,is specific .

Emphasis is often conveyed
use of speci,fic pattein (as
well as by use of different
intonation, as'iS mostly the
case in English.)



'Vocabulary .Culture

mount -of active and,pasSiVe.vOcabUlary
.s a matter of student!s:individual
mogress., .

high rate of active- VOcabulary.should
:e aimed for through a wide range, of
:onversational topics; giving.. the. Student'.

:he ability to communicate In the modern'.

world. Choice. Of literary.wOlks is up to
:he.teacher,..but:should.be-basedon the
ability, interest and maturity of the
studentsdaveloping in.them a sensi.-.

tO .the.differences between-spoken
ind. written vocabulary and between con -..
temporary'andolder literary forMs, words.

and'expressions. Considera0.on may also

beigiven the grouping of totlege-bound
anci:terminal students for selective

reading, -.

A: writing vocabulary appropriate to the
'occasion should be Mastered.

-_The increased ability of the students to
communicate in Fre-nch, to iead everything
from newspapers to works of literature makes
it.possible tb let diem gain an appreciation
and understanding of French contributions to:

literature'
painting
sculpture' .

'architecture
dramatic arts
music
sciences

Current events are listened to,.viewed,
distussed, read and written about. Books,

periodicals, tapes, filmS, Slides, recordsi-
and pictures are resource materials directly
used by students.. The chOice.of these mate-
rials is up to the teacher who shouldtake
into consideration the age, maturity,:abllit
and interest of the student.

Spoken.and written communication
employs a large volume and variety
of words andexpresSionS.:

A knowledge of cultural forms and of the
French heritage As a part.of learning-the
French language. Works. of literature can bey
appreciated best in the language in which they.

'were written.



SCOPE AND SEQUENCE OF THE
SECONDARY FRENCH LANGUAGE PROGRAM.

The secondary school French Program is usually a thrge- or four-year
program, but often six-years are offered with the first level beginning
in the. intermediate Schools. The Scope and Sequence, Charts attempt to
describe the development of the four basic skills (listening, speaking,
reading, writing) in a sequential order from simple to complex. Not
only are the items Under eachSkill listed in Sequence of study, but
the'skills themselves are listed in sequence of development.

Flexibility is necessary in categorizing the steps of development into
levels of study. One reason is:that the individual steps may very often
overlap. For example, Step-7 bf Listening Skills Development, Level I,
could possibly'be included in Level II as well That is to say, the
intrusion of a particular, step in one level does not necessarily imply.
that it cannot be inClUded in thq following level. Similarly, the basic
skills themselves may'bi*iap". Speaking does not develop only after
listening is completed.'` They are developed simultaneously.

Another reason for,adaptability in categorizing the steps is that, in
some instances,.individual steps may be interchanged. Step 12,in
Speaking:SkiAls,.Deveropthent, for example,' may be reversed with Step 11
AthbAt Whatever the case may be, one can correctly
jassume tbat%getting from Step a to Step 23 of Speaking Skills Development
44s -, ..indeed;:necessitaigt:the adcomplishment of all or most of the
intermediate steps (Steps 2-22) at -one time or another.

Pervading the development of each and all skills is the development and
expansion of an active as well as passive vocabulary Without which a
student would be left with only patterns, tenses, or modes which are very
limited resources and inadequate for the real use of the language.

These' basic categories are mostly related to the'second French. Program
Goal and the Program Objectives related to language skills. These in
turn are supportive of the Foundation Program Objective 1. The
Performance Expectations are examples of further breakdowns of the
Program Objectives. The teacher can select Instructional Objectives
from the sample Performance Expectations.

The following charts will help in that effort.
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LISTENING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

argal. Simple voweI/consonant discrimination

. Comprehensi.on of simple meaningful utterances'

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE CHARTS:','

Recognition and comprehension of simple patterns

.

4. Recognition and comprehension ofvpresent tense

5 RecognitionAnd 'comprehension of statements and. interrogatives

6. Comprehension of simple dialogues,,

7.: Comprehension of simple passages

8,. Comprehension of simple songs, poems.

4

9. Discrimination of vowel clusters and linkage'

by

10. Recognition and comprehension of paii and ,present tense, progressives,

E 'perfects

V

E
I..,

11. ReCognition and comprehension of imperatives

I

12. Recognition and comprehension of subjunctive

13, 'Recognition. and coMprehension of word patOink,

14, Comprehension of more difficult dialogUIWnarratives

songs.,,pOems.

15. Reinforcement of vowel clustprsili

nation

°I A '

16. Reinforcement of 104ohation
,

V

17, Reinfofc4en

tion

III 18. Reinford

gnat*



Recognition, comOrehension and discrimination of active and passive voice

20. Reinforce discrimination of word order patterns

$ecognition of variations in speech patterns

22. Recognition,,comprehension and reinforcemeht of all the abcive

E

23. Comprehension of standard French spoken at normal speed

*I

Les Charnps-ks6es



SPEAKING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
IftrwmaN111110 M,~11.101..11

ate;,1. Production of simple vowels consonant's
.

2; Repetition and usage of Smple meaningful utterances

L 3. ,Repetition and usage of simple patterns

E. .

V 4. Repetition and usage of present tense

5. Repetition and usage of statements and interrogatives

6. Production of affirmative and negative statements

7. Repetition of simple dialogues

Singing/recitation of simple songs/poems

9. Production of vowel clusters linkage

10. Repetition and usage of past and present tense, progressives, perfects

11. Repetition and usage of imperatives

12. Repetition and usage of subjunctive

II 13. Repetition and usage of word patterns

14. Recitation /singing' of more difficult dialogues

ratives, poems /songs

15. Proper pronunciation of vowel clusters, linkage

1

'16. Usage of proper intonation patterns

V 17. Usage of appropriate. verb tenses

E f ;

18. Usage of appropriate verb modes

III, 19. Usage of active and passive

voice



20. Usage of appropriate word ordeitterns

2i. :,.Enactment of dramatic roles and presentation f oral..reports etc.

22. Usage. of all of the above

23 Speaking :standard French'
4

at nc(rmal speed



READING SKILLS DEVELOP NT.

Step 1

E

AssOciation.df VpWelkotsonnnt sounds, with written symbols

2. Rectititiokof'punctuation and accent

'.

3, 'issOCfiition of spoken' word with written word

Vii,

40!

Aecognition:in'tf comprehension of simple pattetns

Recognition and comprehension of present tense

6;, Comprehension of written material, such as. simple dialogues songs; and passages

tto

10

1. Reading with proper pronunciation and intonation simple ailogues, idnis,and,passages

E

Recognition of vowel, clusters and linkage

Association and .observance of, acentilarkswith stress

Recognition and comprehension of past and present tense progressives

p4fects

lecognition.and.comprehehil*.f imperatives

Recognition.ankcOMprehetiotof.:subionvo.

0

'Recognition and comprehension. of word patterns

.,

Comprehension of mote.:cemplex dialoguessongs pas-

4Wn'

Reading more complex dialogues;;Sonp, 'passages

etc. with proper pronunci4On'ind.ihtohation
,

,

16. Application,/tfpoper stress patterns and

accentuation,'

17 Applicgion of vowel .clustersilipkage



ComprehetIlion of verb tenses
7

15: Um prehension Of verb modes'.

20. Recognition and Ompreheniion of:adtW and passive voice
3

III 21. Comprehension 6f word order:patterns
. .

4$ . lo

. 3
22. Ileading,with proper pronunciation and'intonatipn

ObsOmnce and compreherision of all of the abotre

24. ComOrehension of material written in standard French



Step

I

WRITING SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

4#

AssociatiOn of vowel/consonant sounds with written Smug'

1

2, Recognition of,punctuatio; capitaiiiatfon and diacri, ma,rkinis

e

3. Translatio f spoken word to writon word :,(thrdilgh dictations, etc.)

. ,1 .4 4 4! 4;1

E 4. Usage of simpie,Oatterss to "form meaningful,sentencee
,

0 0. 0 6

5: Recognition anecorpiehensitt4of presantpnse,

awareneS:o?';aireerht of nouns and idjecti i, and subjeCts and

I.

r,

4

'de
---- Hi' ,.i-' . '.

, ,,:.! 4 ey ! t

!.' 1.: Trinsforratieh.of affirmative tOdgativtatatemenisl statprent. to interltgative
.,

,, ..

-.
,:....,:: , . ,,

;,4 ,
wolt* dies on the Aov'

.,,
, , .,,,.

"I

r

,Iritilig of sim'ple dialOgues6ara0aphs

Recognition, and translatiunof vowel clusters and linkage

11, Usage of punctuation 'ail diacritioal markings

12, Recognition and comprehension,of pakt'and present tense, Pro-

gressives, perfects
,

E.

-

13 Comprehension of Sequence of tenses

RecognitioiianfiComprehenSfon'of imperatives

, .

15 Ret itgin*cOmOrehansfon of subjunctive

I , ,ReCognition intcomprehension of word pat7.se

terns

,1%

17..'iransformatiowor.statements to cm, 4,

mends .

.

18, More difficult diOtit#ns of

:words,. 'sentences, shOrtiara-



19. More difficult written exercises

20. Writing.of short paragraphs, dialogues, etc.

Reinforcement of sound - letter correspondence

L 22, Reinforcement of verb tense discrimination,

E

23, Reinforcement' of verb mode,discrimination

24, .Transformation of active to passive voice

III 25.. Reinforcement of word order patterns

26, Reinforcement of writing answers to questions

27. More difficult dictations of sentences and narratives

28, Writing of short compositions on specified topics

L 29. Paraphrasing of dialogues, short stories

E

r.

30. Writing of more complex compositions, dialogues

31. Usage of all of the above

IV 32. Writing of material in standard French

W'

rk:Qiii:11,/5
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CONTENT AND.SpLLS OF LEVEL I-IV

"7"

In the following pages each ofthe levels and skills &veLOPment of the

French language is described first according to content areas;such as pho-

nologyorphology syntax', vocabulary and culture. It is hoped that upon

completion of each level;!.a student will have been "exposed.to the items

9 .

listed in each of these areas.

Levels and skillS develOpment are also describe4:according.togeneral.

expectations of the student upon completion of one particular leveIoU;StUdY.

For example, LeVel I Listening:Skills describes the kinds of listening capa-

bilities that a'tudent should have at. the end of Level I studies.

Generally speaking,:if one were to very briefly describe the expects

tionsA:if,A-Stuclent after completion of each level, it would be as follows:

Level The student will be able to...

A. discriminate' between English and French sound sYStkm.

B.' mimic with a high level of accuracy all French sounds encoun-

, tered.

D.

,discriminate between English and French word order and forms.

comprehend and use basid sentence patterns Of French.

-E: converse at a elementary:level and in the present tens,e about

topios,AUch a schoolthe weather, introducing friends, the
tamily Chri tnas.

recognize and discusscuItural items, such astu vs. vous, and.
FtenchsysteW of,writing.nates.

Leyel:II: The student will be able to...

mimic:and use the French sound system.

recognize and use- the approPriate past tense forms.

C. comprehend and give commands.

recognize forms and usage of the subjunctiVe...
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. .

E. . converse. and .read at an intermediate level about topics, such
as travel andtransportation,.dining.at a restaurant, shopping, and:
making phone ca44#..

F. recognize and discuss cultural items, tourist attractions and.
-historical sites,'

C. write short 'paragraPhs on any of the topics.listed in,E and F above.

Level III: The student. will be able to. .

4-

A. use the French sound system with a high level of accuracy:.

comprehend and utilize sequence of tenses..

C. discriminate between active and passive voice.

D. comprehend usage of subjunctive and conditional.

E. utilize pronouns appropriately and accurately.

converge and read at a more advanced level aboUt.topiCa,sUch-._

as current events, government. history, medical appointments,

etc. ,

G. recognize. and discus '.,cultural itemssuCh.at syStems of educa-..-
tion and government, historical highlights and personalities, -
recreation, etc.. , .

H. writeldonger nartatives/compositions on the topics listed in'
F and '.G above.

Level IV: The student will be able to...

A. utilize the :French Sound system proficiently.

B. utilize appropriate grammar, structures, etc., to comMutiCate
effectively.

converse with high level of-proficiency on any subjeCetO.Whic
heRhe.has been exposed.

1.: understand cultural -differences-and.behavior:of the Franco - world,

E. read various literary genres for personal interest

write clearly and effectively and in a style apprOVriatetothe
occasion.

G. demonstrate his/her understanding of. Franco - culture. and-it

particular nuances.

An expanded perspectiwe of these skill levels follows:



:LOterfAng Skills'

'Simple utterances are understood when spoken with rhythm, intonation,
ibdunciation, and speed approximating native speech.

to the ''classroom setting and the materials used, the student
wili.;..

.LEVEL I

recognize the letters of the alphabet. .4;

B. ,distinguish the sounds of French in minimal pairs of one or two
syllables.

demonStrate listening comprehen6ion of the basic sound system of
'-French, including pronunciation, rhythm, and intonation.

detiOnstr4ie understanding of routine classroom directions.given
in Frenar.,

.

. :

AiSting4s .4ffirthetive, negative andinterrogael0i..mtteran4s..

trarei-comOrgbensioirof various "situations and vocabulary,

greet
classroom objects

1:::.gying'.:.iiiii:.eekinkaates, etc.., as listed under vocabulary.

identifYthe-apprOriate response to oral questions or.statements.

recotniZe'SdiectedAriterrogatlye. words in French, such as:

1.. '1U1

2. A 61

demonstrate cb4rehensbiy:bfr:SereAidoMmon
. .

avec

avant

prepositionssuch-

demonstrAWCOprehenSion-o_
parametqrs Of:..thOX0e146f-41W

. ,
Identify 'the!to .ttif simple dialogues

demonstrate Comp Ton of fa:4

ne9 and rammar within the

40.ateriais in new contexts,.



Speaking_Skills:

All mimicked and directed Utterances are spoken with rhythm, intonation,

pronunciation, and speed approximating native. speech. Originalutterancei
are spoien well enough to be understood by a native speaker of French and

are not offensive to the speaker's ear.

According.to.the classroom Set:Ong and the materials used, the student.

.

,,
1,1,

all sounds of French

B. mimic all dialogue sentences and structures.
,

,

. .repeat the alphabet and spell orally.

. ask and answei simple questions based on vocabulary and structures

4" elaborated under LISTENING objectives:
*L.

E.' prOnoUnde 'and.sing the words of selected' FrenCh sOngs.

F.

. .

use correctly anA,approPriately the vocabulary and'structures

elaborated.underIISTENING'objectives..

d. use culturally acceptable-forms and behavior in dialogues, etc.



Reading Skills:

All reading should incorporate only material whiCh bag been previoualy
learned through listening-and speaking skills. Emphasis is on the directed
and semi-directed readiniapOroaches..,

,
1

. _ .

Atbrding to the:classroom setting and the materials used, t
student

A. demOnatrate,comprehension.ofmaterials.read aloud, such. as
HsongS, selected reading passages, poems, etc.

aloud materials,14CkaS dialogues, songs selectk'Creading.
-Taseages poems etc,

dialogues,

Acciirdide to, ehe classroom setting and the materials used, the
student : will;:

VdemontiraWcoMprehension of materials read eilently,such as dia-
14ue.S1,.SO4s,;SeleCted reading passages poems etc.

*Sterials,such as dialogueg, selected, reading

III

enerally not applicable at this level.

-JatOMMEMAIMO



Writing Skills:,..

;Writing is based On materialwhiCh the
orally and has read silently or aloud.

I. .2511Ella
.

According to
student Will...

Airite letters of the

student has first encountered

marks.

copy words, phOs:e0.

classroom setting and the materials use

alphabet, accent4 nuMbers, and punctuation

y.

dialogues, songs,:. poems, and/or patagraphi.;

lUctatiOns

.According tothe.Clastroom
student

setting and the materials used,o.,

A. write letters of the alphabet, diacritical markings, mumbersand
;:

punctuation marks as dictated.

write words, Thrases4 dialogues andlor sentences as -dictate&

Directed Writing

AccOrding tothe clastroom setting and
stude4

A. rewrite. sentences }caking. necessary

B. write answers to qneptions bated:

been reaC,

write simple paragraphs based on guide questions for selected

materiald:

theasteiials'use , the

changes in structUreor

on' selected material. which hat

Independent .Composition
7 :

According to the.classroom setting and'thematetialt:used, the

student

A. write simple sentences and/or patsgraphs of 30 to 40words describing

familiar pictures and objects.

. write simple sentences and/or paragraphs of'30 to 40.wOrds based on

familiar situations, and dialogues.



:LEVEL' II

Z

ISkillS:.

1,utterances are understood when. Oken:with rilthii;-intonation, pro-
approximatingnatiVe Speech. UtteradCes become longer

aid'M e.rmpiex. t.

I. ' S4UatiOnal

"

,_Accordiag. e.the::ClassrooM setting and themiterials.used, the
student

demOnstrete comprehension of various situations and vocabulary, suchas' _ . , ,

,

.

, .,.,

1.' all subjects' listed under Level I .ListeningSkills,- t14 ,in,
greater depth, - ..

... shopping and dining at a restaurant. % .,

3: vacation travel expressions (rodtes, hotels, tickets, reserva7
tiods)..

. .

,
.

..

4. traffiC directions, addresSes and telephone numbers,
...5, selected historical. sites and facts,:geography.

`6:: selected:literary and hiStoricall figures.

o.

. .i.dentifTthe appropriatejespOnse to an oral question or statement.
.

C,':deMOnstrate comprehension of recombinations, of familiar material:

D. demonstrat2 comprehension. of the topic and the:details of-;dialOgUei
-and other oral presentations.:

. demonstrate comprehensiOn of unfamiliar wOrdsan&Phrasea through.
seesiblelguessing within the context of a'familiar topic

II. Structural

According to the classroom setting and the materials used
student

A. demonstrate comprehension of the structures listed under Level I
Listening Skills, but in greater depth. 4p,

the

B:' demonstrate Comprehension'of the following
1. regular verbs in the following:

a.- tenses
(1) simple present
(2) preterite
(3) imperfect'
(4). Selected.perfect
(5) future



,

Listening Skills {coat.):

r? .

b.- forms'
(1) -.infinitive
(2) .imperative..

(3) pist,Iparticiple
,(4) :.present participle

(5) . sObjUnctive (for recognitio0 PnlY);:
2. selected irregular verbs in the abOvetenseS andformi
03. reflexive verbs in the above formS,
4. simultaneoUsly placed direct object prOnouns'

, .-.1 .- ,-

5.-.shortened- forms of adjectives::
6. subordinate clauses
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Speaking' Skills:

, ,

..A1.1:61*.icked and directed utterances are sPoken with rhythm, intonation,'
pronunciation, and speed approxitating native' speech*: Original utterances
are Spoken enough to 'be 'understood by a' native' speaker of 'trench and
are :not offensive to the ear. EmPhasis gradually shiftSfrom mimicked to
directed and origins/ utterances and spoken utterances become longer and more
complex.

'Mimicry (repetition of a model)'

According to the ciatsroom seeting- and the materials used, the stud-
ent

-.-
'A. demonstrate greater. skill in producing the/ sounds of. French (in comb'

parison with the level of fluency achieved in tevel I).

dik .t
demonstrate the ability to mimic *longer and more comnex utterances
(in cOmparls'On with- the level of comPlexity achieved in Level I).

o.

"Directed (teacher-motivated' responses)

According to the classroom
ent will...

answer with ,:complete sentences qUestions based OnIOcabulary and
structures previously listed under the listenin,.Obiectives,

be able to ask questions based -on the vocabUlary and structures pre-
viously listed under `the listening objectives:.

. present oral summaries of approximately '30.words bSsedy on reading
presented at this level.. , . A.

emonstrate the. to.use the following'Structures
1::,Sit.tho4,=:Als.ted. under the .listening ci&jectives.
2. verbs gocsierc4rig an infinitive;

3. forinaiiouAarid use of the subiunOtii.fe mood (limited)

setting and the ,.materials use

E. demonstfate an awareness: of cultural4VatterpS°4 behavior.

III. Original (creative. expressions) ;4!'

According: to the .clissroom S the materials used the stud-

-

use correctly anirippcoiii-iat the `iiiicabularY listed

tening and, ..directediespealcing ectiyes. . '
'to use correctly and sppropriateil the structutes listed under

.teniug4ti'd. direttO7spea4rig: 6133 ectives.

the lin



Skills

.

All material read is .either a .recombination ofknown vocabulary and

structures or is initially presented by the)teadhei 'for silent reading coM-

prehension and f011oiSup reading

'According to the Classrpom aetting:andthe .materiels used, the 'Stud.4.-L?

ent 'will.,.

demoniaste comprehension of material read aloud such
Selected reading passages, songs, and poems.

as-dialogues,

read aloud:materialsuCh as dialogues, selected. reading passages,

Songs, and'.Poems::

Semi-DireCted

'ACcording to the .classtoOm setting- and the materials used, the Stud

ent

'demonstrate. comprehenSion Of. material read silently, such did-

Idgtes'i seleCted reading passages,:scings, and-poems.

B. read .aloud miteriala suchj:as dialogues, selected reeding pasSages:

songs, and poems, ,

Independent

Very limited at this level using a selectecl.list of..approved
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.It

Writing Skills:

.

4l144ritten.workisspelle0aprredt1y gad .reflects thS,TroperuSe.olf
words, ?phrases, and,isentences which the iiii.dent s first3eakned'ora1li
and ;has keild silently or aloud.

Dictations

Acc9r4$40 to die classrooM(Setting and the,materials.used,-the
studeStywilf 'write vocabulary,wtrds,-phkases, and simple paragiaphk.
bas ed on materiN1 pkevioUSly learned:

. .

4
Directed icing

0

Aidcottlint to:the claseiroom setting 'and .thee- materials used, the

student 4--
C

write answers to OestiOns based on materiatread.

t)rite:qUeStions .based on material -read..
write`, brief .compod ont basid on ansWers:toq0eStibiis about Ma-
terialread,-H

D. use steuqpre6 learned at this level, making the
changes required by specific patterns.

III. Independent .Composition

.,According.,6 the classroom setting add the'daterials used,

neCOSsary-wkitten

A.
IP

.Write brief compositions' of 40 to 50 words based on material read
7 ,?;

J*7

write' brief 'compositions. of 40 to 50. words,,deSCribing apieture,
object, or a situatiOn. J

;1i

write short original, dialogues based o&everyday pit4ations or thO4s,
listed under LiskeningSkillS objectives.
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.

Ali: re0orded utteranCes are spOken in standard nal bfnative speakers.
'Teacherutterances'are spoken.in standards Ach at 1.1 I Speed. There will

. . ,

hesOmeVariatioks.in speech patternS,s4ch-as,dialect i, faild's utterances,`
,

sub -standard Speech or slang, specifically.. studied in connection with al3arti-

cUlat dialogue, 'Ellen poem, or:Agading selection. " .":-. i

t,:

t17,

,v. The listening skillt refer to understanding the spok.en. _languagetWithou

reference .to .the written form. except-1.4.'00.14E10ns SuCh4as an aural cOmpre.7,

hdnsion teSt... .

Situational

According tTthje-classroom setting and the materials..used, the stud,

ent will....

demonstrate CdtprehentionOfVeriOus situations and vocabulary,such,as

aIl'SubjeCtS:listed under Levels I-and:II Listening Skills, but

inRester deptA,
ocoupations,and-occupational titles.
sickness and making an appointment to see a doctor.--'

government. .,71. ..

currenteveii.s.
hiStoriCal highlights, especially of Europe, Canada, Africa,

and the Pacific-
.

demonstrate _,comprehension Of4*dapted-seleCtionim plays,, stories,
ar-":.other materials,. utiliiing fa iar voEsEsulary and "Structures:

demonstrate l comprehension of recor lected-inateriaiS,sUCh

as plays, poets, thorL. stories, andtAongs,

monstra te coMpre6.% h ensiOn of Seu n d Irac'k.sOf andi AtisUal materials;

1A( S
430es, am filtlSips i: . v is!

:4

det4Oatiape,dompreheneod:of.material which is only partially fami7
..,.. - :

, .

liar' th bughlcpinteitUar4clues ,:.
,

cturak

According o ;th c a opm setting and the materials used, the stud -

4#
*

.den'OnstreAe comprehension. of the structures :lw listedunder_LevelS I

and II tructilealdstenin)0411s,-but i.a greater'depth.,:

damontlrateqOM4fehension-of the, subjunctive .mood & passive voice.



Listening:Skills (cont. ) :

C. demonstrate comprehensionfof discriMination among verb- tenses
moods.

,s1).

D. demonstrate comprehension of forms and poSitions of -various- pronouns.

and

III, Enrichment

Invite native speatcers for Specific- topics'.to be. presented .in the target
langilage



Speaking Skills:

All mimicked and,directed utterances are epOken:withthythm, intonation,
pronunciation, and speed .approximating native speech,: Original utterances
are spoken well enough to be understood by a native speaker of French and
are notoffensive'to the ear.. Emphasis 'IS'placed.-on directed. and original
utterances.

. ,

Mimicry ;(repetition of a model):
X.

According to the classroom setting and the materials used, the
student will demonstrate greater skill in mimicking model sentenceg,
poems, songs, and other selected materials in comparison with the level
'of fluency achieved in Levets I and II. I'

II. Directed (teacher-;motivated)

According to the classroomsetting and the materials used, the stud-
ent

"

A. answer with cqmplete sentences any queetionTwhich contains familiar
vocabulary and structures.

B. ask questioni-using' familiar vocabulary and structures.

demonstrate:ability.0 use familiar vocabulary and structures.

present. oral eaMMaries of.apprOximately,40-6a words based on reading
material presented at this level.

recite-ielecte&pOetry with pronunciation: and intonation patterns
fitting the mood of the 0(34.

:. enact rolee froM selected skits and plays with pronunciation and in
tonation patterns fitting the, culture;

present oral descriptions andlorexplanatidne of pictures, Current'
events, filMstripa,-andmovies using familiar vocabUlary and struc-

tures.

(creative e*presilons)r-
According to, the claseroom setting and the materials used, the

student

prese4 dialogues simulating every day situations, tieing patterns
Approcimating native. speedh, .

give monologues usingpatterns apprOxiMating native speech,

discuss faMiliar topics using patterns approximating native speech..
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. All material Lead is either a recombination of familiar vocabulary and..
..structures or is initially presented by the teacher.

.

I. Directed'

According to the classroOm setting and the materials used, the stud -.

ly

4wA. aloud with proper: Tronundiation and intonation material, such as
dialogues, 'poems,: and selected reading:p geS.

.demonstrate comprehension ofwritte4 material, such as dialogue's,
poems, and seleCted reading passages.

*

Semi-Directed

Accordito the classroom setting and the. materials used, the stud-
ent

B.

read aloud With proper pronunciation and;intonatiOn Materiil,such as
dialogues, pciems, and selected reading passages..

demonstratecomrehension of written material;Such'itas
poems4:and selected. reading passages.- ,

III. Independent

dialogUes,

The .student -Will. read simple material in:books,:magaiinea, and'neWa-;',
papers, usually at one level below the instructional



Vii-iting Skills:

,

All written work reflects 'correct spelling and proper use of vocabulary
and structures.

' I. Dictationi'.2.'
c r

. .. :According :to. -ttle Calits4ervsetting and the Material's, uaed,'. the stud-
:

. ent will write aelectla: aragra/ths of familiar material and/or: recombina4
tiOns- iE:

.
II. ijireCted Writing

According , to , the classroom settingand .4.1e. materials: t4sed, the stud .

ent will Continit the activities as. desCrgibed. in Level- II Directed-Writing
' Skills, but Using,,inateriala of complexity: . . . :

Independent .Ccionipkition
"

-

AcCordint to the .classroom setting and the :Materials _Used

:exit will Continue the activities as deScrihe'-aii,'iiivei: II - Independent :°

'Coiap4q1CipWibut"of a greater 'ength and degree. of
. ,

-.1., '0.i.
... ....

,',`.. .1.1.-, -..,

r
..

., . . ..

11 I cK ,..-,'

.:i.'t

..,....:

-..- v2.4".4'L . ..,

...:

4 r-
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Listening
.

All'recorded ut
speakers. Teacher
Speed. There:WillA
child'ssOseth:'Su
nection with-i4ar

.1: Situational

-AcCord

demonstrat
'k-ate&to a

.

r *

demonstrate comp
novels, stari.`
and strud

-'

-1-

4c

LEVEL' :IV

rices
are.spoken'in standard French by native

antes are, spoken,in standard speech at normal
qMe variationsin' speech patteins,such as dialects,
darkspeech, #,slang 'which may, be discussed in con-
r.plapoem ,Or.other reading selection.7'4

he§la

e

V."r-`v

ooth'setting'an the materials used, the stud-

n of- various situations and vocabulary,rel7
sted under Levels 1-411 Ilateninglkills,

dtion of.SelectiOns-from adaptations of plays,
'other materials utilizing. familiar vocabulary,

,

r Fo ,
,

. demon *e.cOMprehenSiOn o queStions. and cosmients .based
material..Y

demo
L

ate comprehension. of Trench in hOrmaloopversa-,
tion situations. ' -

!4.

:.,!'."dethonetrate comprehenSionlpf'lectures, broaddasts and recordings
subjects within vOcabOlary:.and structural range.,

"Fs

.

t-044
trate comprehension :oi material .which is only partially
hrdiie contextual,

'.StrUctUUt,

C117

1 Accetding.tevthe.-cIaSsioomaetting and-.. the materiis used, the'stUd-'
ent WiWdemonstrateOothprehensiOn of the-StruCtUrealiSted under Levels
I ',StructUra14.istening'Skiils, but in greater depth.



Speaking Skills:

Al],.. mimicked ancLdirecttterances are, spoken_ rhythm, intonation,
pronunciation, and speed approximating native speech:. Original utterances
Are spoken well enoughtO'be.hiiderstoOd by a native speaker off French and -

arehot offensive tothe ear,'Emphasis is on directed and original utterances:

Mimicry (repetition of a-mOdel)

ACcording to the classroom setting and thematerials st?dent
. will demonstrate greater skill in mimicking model senienCes, etd44n
comparison With.the level of fluehcY achieved in Level III.

71 Directed .(teacher- motivated responses)

According to the:Clasaroomsettihgand.the maEerialsused, the student
will demonstrate the ability:tO perform the skills previously listed
under Level III Directed Speaking. Skills, bUt in greater' depth.

III. .Original (creative expressions).

According to the classroom setting and the materials used, the student
will:..

4emonstrate the ability to 'perform the skillapreviouslyjisted un
der LeVel:JII:Original.SpeakingSkills, but in greater depth.,

clemonitrate the ability to communicate' -in French in&Way suitable'-
to the age and level ofstudy.':



Material read:iseither a recoMbinatiohcif familiar
structures or is initially: presented by the teacher.

oar

Di -rected

vocabulary and

According tO.the-clasSroom setting, and the materials used; the stud
'ent will..,

dembustrate the ability, to
Le401 III Directed:.Reading

perform the
Skills, but

. read aloud demonstrating the
ing.

II. Semi- Directed

skills previously
in greater depth.

awareneu Of how phonology affects:mean-,.

According to the. classrOom setting and the materials used, the stud
eni will...

deMonstratethe ability to performthe skill's previously listed under
Level III eiii-Directed Reeding. Skills,:but in greater depth.-

read. aloud: deMonstrating the awareness. of how phonology affects
ing.

The student 8hould 'become acqd4ifited with hooka, newspapers; and mag7.-
azines.



All written. ork reflects proper use of vocabeary,. scalidatd
structures.

I.. DictationS'

AcCoraingto-thetlii room setting and the, materials used, the stud-
eat .will write SeleAed iiaraftipbSnf Xamiliar'material,-and/or reCombina,
tions;:of

Writina

-

',AcCording to the claSsroom setting and the Materials uSedilthe stud-7

write answers tnAuestions based.nn'materiaI:preeented,

write questions based on material presented.'

:write compositions baseci:cia answers7to questions and /or. suggested

guidelines about :familiar .material

D.' Make necessary written changes required.by:thegramMatiCal

paraphrase what is heard' in dialogues, short stories, etc.

pattOrnd.

III. :Independent DompoSition

According to the classrOom setting and the materials. used, thestud7

ent will..,

paraphrase:sentences.frOm reading material containing difficult VO-
Cabulary,.°

write. compositions based On material disCussedor read.

writenriginal-compsiotions on..4varietyof-Snbjects as:assigned by
-

the teacher;

write nriginal-dialogues.baSed art famili=ar - situations.

. write using inCahUlary:apprOptiate twthe situation.
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CHAPTER 6.

USING A TEXTBOOK' SERIES

The development of teaching strategies over the years has been frffd
the so-called "traditional;' system. of basal book orientation to the
audio-lingual approach. As a consequence, many school districts
haveadopted as basic texts one or another of the various sets of
materials designed for the implementation of the audio-lingual approach
to langyage teaching. These textbookS, 'tapes, workbooks and accompany-
inemanuals are teaching aids which must be adaptedto the nee4f
each class.

Necessary adaptations, deietionS;'and additions to the text:and
materials muStApenade.by teachers inaccordance with the amount of
time at their diSpoSaI for teaching the..program as well..' sthe-makeup
and goals: of each dlass._StudentS differ.in ability- motivation, age;
and preParation, Some may have had instvction:in elementary Sdhool
or at home. Credit:lpy:examination'can be used in thesecases to
better place the students.

The earlier the program in French is begun, the greater the.oppOrtu-,
nity afforded:for WOrkingtoward mastery, particularly in:the areas'
of listeningand speaking: In working With students who begin their
study of French ,in grade 7,'teachers will:find many'opportunities.t6
sUpplement the basid.materials ofthe 'basal texts. They will beable
toapportionmore.timeto the audio7lingual,training phase; pay more
attention to cultural ,materials as an integrated'part of the program;
introduce poet7,.proVerbs, and songs; extend the'tasic vocabularyof
the various. uniti; and develop dialog adaptation to a far greater
degree. Teachers will'probablyfind _that, regardless. of :the textbook
being Used and.t the.poinat which the 'students begin their. study, they
will have to prOvide,,additional material. for reinforceffient of a specific
concept, additional drills for mastery of a particular structure, and
additional narratives for aural comprehension or readingpractice.
NOne.of the new textbook-prOgrams is complete in'itselfgachhaS to
besuppleMented'in.some way. to meet-the needs of a partl*VC1ass or
of the total iprOgram. Teachers should not'hesitate to:;**Oiliand
.use. the additional Materialkrequired. to bring the c],.* 444-70 the
objectives; always rememberifitat when :teTi

ryr

to thebasic:material7; provisibn must be made'f*i#eir.complete
integratiOn through their inclusion in pattern. drills,' queStiopand
answer drills, and 'directed dialog practice, and they Mu4Vallow
later re rentry-if, the additioniio detand.

,

Teachers maytprepare these extra materials themselles,butit:is
suggeSted that they ;: either go.to-other'sources whehver possiblelto:
save -time and effort:br that they try, to 'the point effortof,
the department in preparing suCh materials'.



Itwoul.d.,:tbe a worthwhIle. project to be7Uri takenin an inservice
workSh program.: under. the: direction of :acapabie. and experienced..
chaff nor superV:isor In. this manner,, the materials... will directly
reflect,_ b hie thought of. ,the group it pertains to the text- and will
supply everyone in the department t4ithidentical'suPtilementarY..drills,

. ,

It has been .found that the mat e'rial?,..Offeted for instruction at; °a given
level in the various audio-lingual.. text's_ is often too, extensive to, be
covered in one 'year. This is "particulirly true of the
materials wherf-': French. is be,,un in, grade 7. DeletionS or adaptationS
will often be.. necessary: "However,' if t,,a unit the-textbook is omitted,
any new vocabulary in the discarded .unit Which:is basic to the units
that follow mst be, introduced and drilled' as items of pattern practice.
and .in question-answer practice Of coure,: all,. re-entry of
previously learned structure's contained in this unit can-be retained
and utilized in the Standard mariner.

It seems important, nevertheless, that no matter _hOw, many adaptations
be made or how much. ;uyiplementary material. be 'required in the proper
'.utilization of the textbook Series°, two considerations be kept in mind.
,First, that the book- be 'Used as closely in accordance with the author' s
recommendations, as possible (especially the first time that it is being
Used) .and second, that the entire series be .employed. Each level of a
properly prepared series develops and supplements the former by repeat-
.ing, stressing, and expanding conversational patterns, graminatical beds,
vocabulary categories, and `ultiMately literary skills. The e-third- and
fourth-level texts, should'be the logical culmination of a coordinated
and systematic, program, and;:therefore, serious consideration should be
given to i he adoption', of' a total. textbook series.



CHAPTER 7

ifVettrAliC
EVALUATION

The widespread use ofaudio-lingual 'techniques in foreign language!
teaching has. given ris'e to a reconsideration of evalUative procedures,
The general conclusion has been that a truly purposeful ,testing
program is orie which comprehends: elialuation of progress in ihe four
basic communication ,skills; in control of structure, vOcabulary, and;`.
idiom; and in a.cquisition of cultural knowledge.

Teacher -Made. Tests'

Ewen if' audio - lingual have accompanying' test materials,. it is:
suggesteii that teachers ,deliise !additional tests on their ,own: In some
cases, too Much, material must .be covered before the class read? -to
take. the test.ich. accomPanies the textbook !series. In Others , there
is little. or :nu.; variety in the test types-. Some of....theSe materialg:
are:- d'efici;erit in that they are ridt-,sufficientir terra's
of teiiing1 a variety of .skills; and' the: control of structure and
vocabulary: furtherMorei..if the teacher ..has.. adapted the unit !in:.any,
way, by.,, additibn or .deletioR, the test will no longer, be completely valid.
Criterion referenCed testing should be. conSidered where applicable.`

In constructing their own tests, the teachers should', be sUre that the
tests reflect audio-,lingual aims and procedures The use.of nod-.
contextual items i'or the :testing of structural control and vocabulary,:

(e..g., writing of conjuga`tions, word lists to be tratslated; etc..) is
....'.!:43,praCtice that is only partially consistent -with h'e audio - .lingual

,,,Approach, It is -suggested that test items be presenteein incfeasing
der- Of difficulty so that the student may be diScouraged at the

v!,,outset: Where;poSsible, test items should test. one point only This
is particularly true in the 'testing of...structure, itocabulary,. and..

:

'Aural.,;Comp-r8lieri'Sion:

In tht following types of tests :tlye ,students need J'io't see any ,French.
They have-an answer sheet -containing numbered or, lettered itemS,
Each example'-is heard only once, particularlY after t114
teStis when students are: aware of the style and format.,

"

_ .

Sound Discriminatfon -Tests : .

The student =sees a picture of. a boy singing in a choir. .`The:Iteacher
pronounces a pair of sentences. Thestudent Circles on the swer sheet
the nuMber of the sentence which- describes the pic-i'ure.

.

: .

1l fait, son travail...
fait son travail;'



The student-hears a:pair. of sentences, as those above, and Circles.
. the word y!'4 -malee! or "dikerentOn the° ansWe? sheet depending on
the situation'..

The student hears a serieS of three sentences, une of which- is
different frOm the other two Het Or she circles on the ansWer sheet the
'number of the sentence whith differ,5from the others. :

Teacher:

Identificati.on Test:
-su

. Nous avons
.0
cadeaux .

2. Nous ..avons 444e!gateaUx.

3.. Nous avons. trdis cadeaux:

The students see. a set of threeor.four pletures.. They hear n simple
-setence and Circle on the answer sheet. the .humher of the pictUreWhich
,A14St relates to that sentende. Thistest'Jmay also be usecLtO test

.

.'4,6a.dinetomprehension and vocabulary items. - %

ExaMple; Three pictures in simple stick -form are.displayed.
No, I, shows sun, No. 2, 3,. snow. The
teather reads a sentence once or twice:

COntinuation .Test

The. Studenthenrs a staieme t The speaker then pronunces, three or,
sour additional statements, nly one of which is :a continuation

the thought of the or 'nal:statement. The :student. circles on the
answer sheet the number of the .31atement which most logically continues
.the thought 0 the Speaker:.. type. 'Of test may' be presented visually.
as 'a test of reading comprehension,

7i: Speaker; (. je 'vain, dOnner un cadeaua Mon 'mi.
. .

1.: Il ,air.,Beau temps.
-

2. J touidur enviede visiter Pari
A

Va" cumplir. Seize ails .

it'.

-.IN-

f teacheA".s'deOde that they, would Itge to make -,up,. iiiial qii.1 e4hp.i. -e',
co filetiOn tests %̀to be used :,in thetesting:,.of aural coMPreheilsim .itV.

,

t

is $uggegfed-that .44 com#Letion choices final. ... . : ,

1.y,w



slot that medial siot choices should
4 t.

Good:"'tes:enfants ne veulentaas

Potk.:' Jein ad cinemd.

k

4 0
. .r.alt.,-

The-second :type-Of-item frequently causes cOntuSiOn whehltfbe choicelf.
,

are presented becauSe of the break ill.the,pontinuity of the sentence.....

Tense ,disCrimination:

(For use late in Level IandtligsubS4Wdeptvirels..) The s, dente hears

a statement involving averb indicating a time period. On ScCompa

ing answer Sheet Ileor she circleSi.the numbef corresponding to e4

adverbial expression of time. 0.

Speaker: Ittbn ami gst revehu.

Choices: 1. demain 2. hier

Control of Structures and Forms

a semaine prachine
v, e

Ilist:testS.may be used.. by fhe teather supplements.

::Farallel Structures:, The student sees,

J tegardeue'livfe. Je le regarde...
a

L

Its jouentiMatra.:,-:

..'' , 1
--The sWeiebt filisinAbbiank:pdCejakipg t-he Same. changes as.:i'n the

model?: The testy mays AlsObe adMihistered.,orally; but this makes it very

difficUlt initially_

. .

Sentence Constfuction

The student SepSAsentence accoMpanied by a .pumber of, lexical 'items.:-

He or she:;writeslaI ewsentence-without'thange of tenseoi word o er

t
,....

substituting .the Ole 1.c4.1. itemS'in, their pfoper'Tlapes, Makipi." .

necessary changes nTheStudentsees:

AlieiWa taujours Ia.-MeilleUre note.

a encor`F/compositiOn/faireNean

The student wiites:
L

jean fait. la cOmpoSitiOn"encOre.
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... . .

The'student sees a:series of unconnected words.[ He or she must construct
a JOgical sentence without altering the word order. Tense and number
may or' may not:beStipulated at the teacher's discretion . The student -
sees:

z.

vacancesvoyager pendant

The student writes.:

a Paris.

e voyage A.Paris pendant mes.vacances'.

- Testing Vocabulary. and Idioms

,
The follpwing suggestions. long with thoSe the teacher normally,uses
wi?1 offer a wide range of choices. All of these require that the
students .be abletq.cOmprehend what they are reading,' None of these needs
to employ the English translation even at Level I.-

1. The student chooses an antonym (or Synonym) of, an
.underlined or italicized word in a sentence.

The student chooses a word which'belongs to the same
underlined or italicized word in'a sentence:

3. The:student chooses a word which is defined in a
sentence,

4. The student chooses the word that is missing in
Structure or idiom in a given sentence.

..The student chooses the word or idiom whose meaning
bes fits a biank'space in the'sentence.

student'has a duptiCated 'sheet of. simple draWinegs.
Ile:or'she is instrUCted.to place a'number corresponding
-.toa;.siatement'belOW,the coriect .picture.



tr

.',ontinuous Evaluation

q*-.
Evaivation of a student!sability.and.perfotmance within.the language
class is not solely a.matter ofa few tests and quizzes adminittered-:.
dpring the semester or marking- period. It: is rather a continuous
process inwtiCheVery.repetition,,or:eyery,respOnse to a direction
or a queStion,:guides the teacher in AeterMining the individual.
Studri's degree of comprehension and language performance.

In arrivinvat a specific grade for the marking period, alluMber:af.
deviCesA.nadditioh to. the test and quiz questions May.be.brought to
bear. The teacher:mar,at'times, in the-course af,daily.roUtine,
grade rapidlytheperformance:of the individualpupil as he or she
repeats the drills, Manipulates adaptationS and tranSformation drills,
or answers and asks directed2qUestions.

As the classj*.using the language laboratory or electronic classroom,
teachers may keep before themselves two sheets'af paper., each on a
Clipboard. OneSheetidentifies the students by:seating.position; the
other providespace foreach student so that the teachers can make notes
as they, monitortheactivities during.a tape, drill.. Inthe lower corner.
pf thesheet are recorded the date, tape, and class.. ,Each student
monitored ..receives. an.evaluative score.based'on.the ability to echo or

,to manipulate a drill pattern.: Within a period of.10'minutes, the teacher_
can 041uatehalf apattern. Not.only'Will these numerous scores yield

a measure, of the student's achievement, but they will also...record growth

hrougWthe;school year.. , .

Ind%Vidualized personal growth Grading. has

far.Mbrk:bemefits. as'encourageMentand recognition of effort than it

`doeSaSan'instrumeniOfthreat

Reporting ,to parenti

';:''Therid*re of audio7lifigual!instruction when used suggests a degree of
...eonc'eOration 4.nd applican reqUired ofstudents't,hat would seem to
ipticate:the conventional means Of:reporting Student progress to
.'parents .is tiot:alwaxs;:adequate.: Experience_ has ShOwnlat many parentsi.
qUestion Ohelledning.of the. letter or Umber.grades normally used,
especially during any prereaclingThase WheWthe'stbdents do not
wfite .the .customary paper-anrpencil typelestg. They want taknow,
how :.the teacher has arrived:at the. grade andalsajusitiat the-grade-
rreflects. Am:explanatory:note ta.studeniS and/pr parents.cahTreveAt..
:.misunderstandings and faster.Coopeiation and.gOod relationships.

. , . .
, . :V .

-

.115,'Oi.dleO be as )6jective:asPossiblei:the foiloWin. saMpleratiMg
.sheet,c ,be:Osed.OS a: guide, for:teacher;. A good, average and poOr

stale is useful. ' .-:

'Ae :General .-'.,

1. ':.Retention

Preparation of Written. homeridrk
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Preparation' of oral bomework.
,

Participationin classroom recitation

. 'ClasStoom Work

Listening
U

Discrimination of sounds
. . , 6

Understandidg the teacher

Understanding othef pupils

Following oral.directions and
,

a.

4Fi.
*CoMprehension of moderately long passages

6
a
Underitanding:and manipulating'oral drills
adaptations. on tape

peakiig

a. Repeating a word or phraSe correctly

'Repeating a sentence correctly

ronouncing accurately.

8peakig with acceptable rhythm, linking, and intonation

Using ',French-for communication

Reading

Reading material learned audiolingually
)

COmprehending'new_material and recombinations Without.

recourse trinslatipn

Nraniplating.mat6rialt derived through reading

Writing
.1

tran*cribing Materials.learned audio-lingually

Writinrcorrectly from dictation
.

Answering.in written:form .4uestions on materials mastered.

audio-lingually

Performing substitutionsand transformations unde?"gUidan?e

73
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Life
infinite
experienc

, CHAPTER 8

IDEAS '.FOR LEAROING ACTIVITIES

a co fit i riu a 11 y Changing. :: Language is made for this
y of actif*.ritieS::- Each new adventure: reinfOrces our

erefOre.our language fluency. . . '. --

1 .

simUlat# ,this marvelatig,:,i'ariety of, sa:Many thing
:i". There is na-exCuse for a- .lnguage:c-kass'A
motivated and sustained by maintaining '' -

t est 4,a. vie! , '''.:, ' ;* .,. !, . :-

.

. , .. , . , , - .), ., ,.,^ ,

The classrci.
hapRening in
be. ,boring. Sind.
variety and eicit

?.

,'
? .

'Teacher
clothin'

the it
Student. eac.
the end o

',that many.;,...51,iffe,te
istudents nicrie:14-
-Rn to. each.,.pictur,

4,...bOdy;

It

A`

uses On which one.'parti,ctil'ar 'item,-,of' ..,

ii?ut.
on.

numbered.. :- stucieir, ddebt-iEJ,p,s;:,,-;;
,,, .....; , p as se s.Ithe pidtbre 'on to' next s. :: .

;ins With .10-13 diifferentpic`Ores, tk,....
..- eaCh student ,Wi11,:lia,,Ve i.dentified ,,,"

$......c...,_),oilifig...- .'irou. can challe,n.geotlie :,,'

w ;,)4 :tiff l$Mit'. dathow:' long' th,e,)', can Wait,-T..;

e$-,; ,:,: ,-.; -
. , .This 'tan. be .dile With parts' of.

.401.

lord, pairs: Teather killeS.;. One membek of a common food pair
and',student (s) ti:es 'Other member of the pair.

-;,-

Example: . jte .citron
:'%k .

3. HaVe.;student:s do, short "how-to" demonstrations in which
' Vse of tlie impgi!ative 'is absolutely.'essential.

.
in

--,-.Studenti can, create ads.'-foi....0 ,p0spaperOr Magazine Meth
the imperative is in essential .

e;

Tv' e "Ekt .,the friepoly skies of ,Dnited."
.

5. "You Are"..There.,rk" :.Studef$,s take 'rale of reporter an
historical personal,ity. i,,..Reporter..interviews..famous per

/ ...,/abouthat he /she d :44, AorV-,::-h'ow,.'etC.- ..?±OPOr.'':uSe. of tentes.
is C

. ..,Introdde??, student
and d_ iScuss em

Then,.,,h/atve-theni;writeikf
style cordiiig to the o;6
1e to o 'apply for a. job'

..... ,

:v... -
ferent forms. of. letters. Show them,
les of0iffer,ent:IfOrms/Styles...
e -t kind 'df letters. varying 'the.

s,ionL- love, etter, letter to Mather,.
tc..

I
: ;,, 0...

cher fites di;fe rent' broverbs on slips ,pf paper.Cha 'de .

Each stpdent a; s d tries to get other stuients to
guess the trove ... it out. '2'.

. .
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Have stUden4findexamples of 'what: French people..do_ for :.
reCreation,,W finding. articles or pictures in pertoditals'-,
such as Le ;:Moiade:. Ask 'then! d6 a comparison between.recrea=

4,tion, in' the United States and the 'Franco-World.

9:144ame tvatiotisl,t op i cs ar?: .slips of paper:. Student draWs ''one, tal*
.few,spoment .tb organize thiSitier thoughts, 'then gives an

,impromptu on the selected. topic.

10.x ..Hallot students reyritea wellAnown fable and 'legend in Freikch.
iheylalf:deiicinstate their widerStanding-V French culture b;
ad Aptbint t tie fable:, iegend, etc.,' to it a "FienCh

. . . ' 3
si.H. '" Stuants can antervid .French-speaking uest5 4from the *Mt

,This cn'J-bei:done indOridually .or b): havi*g the3CliSS. li4014.,,

an interview )2eingt: ponduct ed by a cl as sinate .,. -.As ,. a. foga: ,u ....-l
:.. axii!vity, .haxie, 4tudeirt!,.04rite-NAn article ia whidillti9y :S*Mati ze.

the high/ighisi of-the",inkervie .. -... . , : . .:" A.,Zof : . 7 .2 .4' ^J;'
"0.

12'.....Have s ents- sten to .X...lo: broadcasts from4be.-trAnco7wor :

.a. .! tz& ,

%Toll* .i:;;; witn-i Class discussion: of the..broaddot;:.:\,8e, ; il. 4 .

. . s tuatjyts ..; : Aake an:0*es .,, c0Pari s ons ,..,etC7.,,44th'ittp-to A, -
, , .0entS or :etiliftral units preVibt;s1y.: eri60iiiiieifitki"ani, ,lo : leV61.'s

.,,e . ,, ir -. . , c ' v . ,t,,,.,.,..!,.:. ,'.'$:'!..''..-,;,'"'

ff.can -.4?' -1.iki..;-:=..,.-------,-:-.:-- At..1cr'

S:t4dents0c .enact Oey in .Fre c.,, ..

,': a. i-0 , -il - ' -11'cit;., .,-.,-..t -,..;,, .....:. %., -
, - .'7';:,;.e, i : ,

:':Have 'students

p,

"teachl students.'lower levels ,either *aKV#-tutors
'6; ai- 1 etched for aTay." Be sure ,pgyi0001.4.;4 044n'ei
plans d offe;assiStance nd s ervigionVihlikii-as.1otible.
Thit San. also be :done- with .el t arkl:S clhootr,c1. as se s .. ..High.: -

school students seem to .enjoy rkinr.'W. ..,'*,tx.id .s.

It f4i ,
a'"... .4- -,';'.0' :.....:,..4.....-- -.

k.

. 15. Have :students org4pize and pfititipatepn French veeh
festival wit4 catlekories., such as .'. grafi, interpretation, oratory,

.

: il4p1,Zo ,etc... This cani',:be.,:an..-inter-Achb' I .as.se3.,),.as an intra-
. gchOol .a. tiVtit# T111..S,.!-I.s...,more--,appIicable o upper:levels.

.:1 1: ; .,. . -;:,. ..., . ' ' .- ,

6. :.HaVe- gt s OA studentS''act:.as'2..-1:,,f6iii guides" fdr" intermediate,....
sChobl. exelianges. or 'have .them assist the .HiwaS' Visitor!.
Bureau..t. .

:,?iFf '
. 4

17. Fdr...the Mote. "capabie*tudent, origi shor stories or poems
Cduld- lie lafriiteigby them. 'tam ith t e class

1 W. i_, 4?,

'18: Students can' prodtke thehr .wn original filinstripS or slide shows'
. of a French' ;topic, Of,their 6 oosing. They can write various

scripts which'.,mayodiS r in to of,' the audience. v.
,..,

a



.Set up a dining table in class. Teich students the names for
different eating utensils, etc. Make up a set of cards on
Which,you describe individual problems, etc., which one might
encounter in a restaurant; i.e., "You dropped your fork-Ask_
the waiter for another one." A-capable student or the t a her
can'plarthe part of the waiter. As the meal progressei.you
ask,a student to select a new card from the ones that remain.
All conversations will be conducted in French as much as .

cssible.

After students have done initial research and reading about the
history of a part of the Franco-world, let them do a pictorial
history of the significant events,suchas preparing a mural. of
its history.

. .Jeopardy: Divide class into teams. Teacher.givps name of a
person, place, or event. Students give the question that would
give that answer.

Example: Teacher says, "The Louvre." Students should
say, "Where is Leonardo da Vinci's painting of the Mona Lisa?

.

.er

If you are lucky enough to have liVed in Paris-
as a young than, then wherever you go. for the
rest of your life, it stays withyou,.for Paris.
is a movable-feast.

Hemmiugway

11.



e foligiikiig material is takeni..*ith adaptation;from the
McKinley High School Curricula DeVelopmentjit.Oject;aTroduct of a work7..,

shop held in 1973.. It is 'Agood summary of French activities at the
./:seco fy level and'cbUld:ba most useful tool in servihsfas a-pattern.

for ools to work on their. Own.cUrriculhm'ptojects.

,

Some projects; currently undertaken, tan. now be assisted docuT
merits such as theToreigh Lariguage.FrograM-Guide,. FOU00#0 Program
ObjeCtives,and this language,guide,..aswell:as theict00000n:of
the Performance: Expectations .These should.be most helpfuljnarriving ,

At a.,clear picture of the schOolJs'instruCtional goals and objectives.



TodeVelop the'skills of Understanding,
and Wtiting'basic ttructures of the.Ft
Ftenehbound-eystem

,
..

To develop. an understanding and 'AppreCiation
Frerich.-Culture.,

DESCRIPTION:

This course will have an emphasis on oral, communication.
For this'purpooe, the phonemic system:' of the language will
be stressed (letter sounds - pure'vowel sounds, nasals,
consonants and semi-consonants - syllable combinations
for accurate word and sentence pronunciation, latonation
patterns, liaisons, elisions, and stress).,

Basic:utterances,suchas
OlassroOM'conversational
expressiont,of surprise,
be presented reqUiringia
standing.. '

greetings, time telling. and asking,,
terms,:family related activities,
disgust and happiness, also ;dill".;
spontaneous. reaction and under-

air

Basic grammatiCal structures and vocabulary will be:.CoVet-,,
eci in context. HoWever,' spontaneoutrecognition ofVOcab,4:
ularY:iteMa:out-of context will be emphatizedi too, .14'
communicate in the target laiguageend')must grasp thaMean-
ing,,isolatq4 or in context, 1Without conscious reference to
English. . *

2

Visual l-aida cull be-used.to ackent4atethe meaning Ofam-
isolate&Word, or expresSions.. But in:the absenCe of.a.

the:student williaetquired.torecOgnizeL
-.,ihatwprd or expression upon hearing it. .Furthermere7she,or.

Ae;T:71.1.1 Wrequired to accurately use it in in;e*prea-
sion.pf one cApin tigether withthecorreCt Manipuliatjlpft of:an
spproptiateiramthatical structure lbained.

1[0.

feadino.of_Materialt already learned.ortilly will 'force
the knowleage,*eiriOutly acquired.

'Written communication will; have a secondary but alsoalso 'important..

consideration.. Written exercises, quizzes, tests; or
exams dill vquirefcprrect spelling and sentence structure::
But this vii be simplified on, the basis'of the oral..ex--

'pressiou already maStered.
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Culture will be covered by means' of films (travel and education-
al) on France and, its various aspects of-French civilization.
Native speakers will be invited who Will contribute with
aspects of the traditions, dustoms, mores, food; industry, ed-

_ ugation,. music, sports, forms of address, courtesy patterns,
kinesics, onomatopoeia, and realia, with-an opportunity for
discussion. There will be also reports and projects on the
mentione&-subjects'involving s_ tudents in their preparation
and research.-

The introduction to French culture should be an integral part
of the teaching of the language so that the student 'van obtain
a keen insight of what goes on among the people who use the
language which one is studying; but, it should not substitute,
for language. It should:siiply-serve to stimulate the student's-
interest in learning about France, its people and its language.`

PRE-REQUISITES:

None. Except: A is apre-requisite to B.

GOALS: SATED /NLBEHAVIORAL TERMINOLOGY

COGNITIVE: The Student shall

a) Demonstrate orallythe rudimentary proficiency in-
volVed in understanding and Speakin.wthe French len-
guaget-i.ebe able to answer and askAuestionoon
1-1 basis (student7instrubtor).

'b) DemenStrate a basic mastery of the French sound system..
, . . '. - -

. -, :

'c). Be able:to Us&knowledgeably.baSic struCturesof French.
grammar.

. .

.

...
.

d) Know battle French. expressions. ..
..;

and
_

Be able to'recognize 40 react. to isolated vocabulary-
Woid'S'and/or expressions.

f) Be able , to .read and Und rstand simple mitten passages..

g) lindtl,major.cultural as
-ing people..

) Be Able to perform in the ;French langUage in a, manner
4 acceptablehy an' educated native speaker.

ects related to ibe French Speak:

i) Beableto understand, differentiate and distinguish the
grammatical tetthinoiOgy: gender, case, number,-etc.



the student shall

Enjoy the experience of being exposed
another language

Appreciate the advantage of becoming acqUainted With an7
other culture.

Develop a sense of toleiation,' respect and7understanding ,
of the foreign waya,'Cuatoms, traditions,and values.'

Feel thatHtha,atudy of.a foreigh language is a groWth pro-
ce+cOhtributing to:personal and social development,
thinking. Sock edutatiOn;

o the learning of

:Feel that oral foreign language:AevelopMent and understandlj
ing-contribute to thC,imprOveMent and better understanding.'
of one's own native lariguate;:and culture

f) StrengthehAchowledge of:theCOntribUtion offoreignA,e6-,
plea:and nations to and',..the world.

j), tevelop a senaitivity:towars..''educated" guesseswhen stu-
Aying the oral orwritten!French language.

, Understand that Trench and English:differ:cOnsiderably.
in sounds, sttels,strUcture,and pronunciation.

'1) EkperienCe pelf-assurance and Confidence in what. one 'knows-,
.

Strengthen aesthetic understandings!:

SPECIFIC BEHAVIORAL GOALS

. .

In class the student shall:

a) : Participate in all oral.,practices
:cheras a grOup. .

,
_ .., N

b) Contribute voluntarily in7.the answering of questions or
participate orallyat least once:.in.eVery class'PeriOd

'

requitedhy the

when calika upon.

Mai,ntain afte on and 4 hgsitate to inguirg if
something is not ,clgar. ' 1 #

1

Memorize 'and ,perfOrth on 'part of the oral dialog for
,

the
-class at'least once every days to tWo Iveeksi

. ...
.P.. ev.

.

Submit'allaspignmentawhen'dne.

e on, writtemAnizzes and examaa Minimal knbw7
ledge of-65775Z of the material being 'covered.

Develop at least one prOjectoutside.of.clasa. per
. .

to increase the knowledge ofthe Frenc*culture;,



Contribute, to the class progress:IR speaking in- a loud
and clear voice, even when not lure' of a correct..
answer.

i), Be able ,to reconstruct written exercises:

1) take' dictation using familiar Vocabularyipind retain
the idea mentiolaed in the sentence fOr the suCcess-

..

ful writing of the sentence.

read and understand short. passages. written in the
language using familiar vocabulary and cOgnates.

recognize vocabulary in and out of context.

j) Evidence a positive attitude towards the claseroom ex-
perience.

k) Understand the spoken language at normal speed, in the
Classroom, within the range of vocabulary, and be able
to answer questions,

TERMINAL GOALS :

Exit Evaluation 'Behavior. To obtain at least a
student shall -

) Have regular attendance and participation (regular to
be speCified by*each instructor).

b) GivenPa vritgenaexam worth 10(} points, on aspects of gramma-r,
vocabulary end/oft culture, respond correctly to at least
65!-7596 9f the'Cluestions.

"-

I tempt:

1. to use aeceptable pronundiation

to demonstrate understanding of the words an .sen-
tences being pronounced.

c) Grven an oral rest of 3 minutes, the student. should

. To use proper intonation, patterns (surtaise
and disapivollal,)

to incerporate the necessary. BOdy.tovements arid
gestures When' appropriate.

,,TSub:ait 01,1 reports or PitijeCts and all written assign -
ments sPeCified by the instructor.



A POSSIBLE COURSE COI:TENT ,,DESCRIPTIOI;1,

FRENCH

I. Introduction

PLAN I

LEVI L I SEIESTERS 4:7B

A) Classroom atmosphere: Frerich Cultural Ialand:. Posters,

maps; .- slogans

Vii) Major aspects of learning n second language -7advantages
.7. purpose

Introduction, to the French alphabet.and.bondd, systithi
stressing, the Sounds': that differ 'from., Englishf u,

sotinde,
physiolOgy to produce theMi,

d). Introduction, to some basic 'peeting -patterns actompanied
snme body movements,. a

.

e) Point '4ut rhythm and of 'sentence...

French Language Content Basics

a) Grammar

Parte' of .Speech

fr.:
14:

C) Word Order in Sentence,Structure

d) ttiethods of Forming Plurals

. .

e) Methods of designating ,tense

f) l#inmatic,expressions

g) Relationships of modifierd,to nouns and verbs

hi Rules of 'pronuncifition

Morphoingy

a) Present Tense. et verbs travailer;tegardet, e c.
1. -name of verb 1- infinitive
2..' infinitive .ending
3. Stem:.

4. . Concept of person - number
5. Conjngatiiin ,

3 ----N
\

13') Subject pronouns - l 4son+ nous tcotiioPs,
.

. el eion' - recoute.
. . , . .

c Verb. qtie

2


